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CHAPTER ONE
,....., - - - - - - - - - - =------------~----

~

BIOGRAPHICAL DATAt

LlFE AND WRITING
~--------

Octavia Paz, one of the most widely-known and

influ~

ential poet-essayists of contemporary Latin America, was
born

t~arch

31, 1914, in

Mi~coac,

a suburb of Hexico City.

His mather was the daughter of Spanish immigrants, and his
father, a lawyer, was mainly of Indian blood.
The young Octavia, an only child, spent his early
years in the atmosphere of turbulence and violence of the
war years of the Mexican Revolution.

The Paz family was

particulmrly involved, since Octavia Paz, Senior, was a
follower of Emiliano Zapata, and acted as his official
sentative in the United States during the year 1916. 1

:..;: __ .=_-_--_---=---

repra~

/

Dctevio Paz gained
of his country.

~n

early insight into the problems

Besides his father•s devotion to the revo-

lutionary cause. especially in regard to agrarian reform,
his grandfather• a writer.... journalist, had devoted many years
in trying to ameliorate the severe inequities suffered by
the. Indian in Mexico.

Octavia read not only all of the

writings of his grandfathar1 but he also was an almost
1 Emiliano Zapata, an Indian, led troops in the South
and East of Mexico during the Revolution of 1910. Of all
the revolutionary leaders, he was the moat concerned with
land reform.

constant visitor and student in his grandfather's
thousand-volume libt'ery.

twelve~

?,

This activity gained' for him a

keen perception and appreciation of the tradition and
hiatorj

~f

his country.

,.--,.-------------=------ ---~------

That perception has developed
-~~-~

thr~ugh

tha years 1 .causing him to pose many vital questions,

and to relata the effect of' that tradition and history to
the problema 9f

=--~~-·-

-perhaps _the

.~nly

hia.country~

Claire C'a• wha has published

impox.-tant biogr$phy of Pat. de$cribee the

family., influence$ which affected Octavicu
tion (the grandfather) e'ands for

tbe first gerte31'a•

preacou~~tion

with the

Indian problem; the aacond (the father) for agrarian reform;
and the third (DetaviO)t a rediscovery of the first twa. 2
Despite the uncertainity and turbylanca in hie country

dut:ing his early youth, Oc·hwio was not among the

m~ny

·children of hie age who experienced any real suffering due
· to the war.

His family; which oould be described as well ... ta-

do, though not,by any means wealthyt lived OQmfortebly, but
ceri;a!nly not l4xurioualy .. .in a laxoge house with a garden •
.Young Octavia

r~calla

small• perhapa_ravealing details of

'thia early life, euoh aa the limb at a t:r:ee that found ita
way through a crack ;n the wall of hi a bedroorn. 3 He waa
very devoted to both hie mather and father. and also to an

3tntb... .:•.: ..t·.

~-~

."~- -·.

'

aunt, who taught him french.

He was reading Hugo and

Rousseau while still quite young.
Paz

was fortunate enough to belong to a family that

could give him an education, and even though he was expelled
from

prep~ratory

school in 1929 for taking part in the

general strike called by the students in their struggle to
obtain autonomy for.the National University, he did, later,

.In 1931, while still an adolescent, Paz entered the
literary world of Mexico as co-founder of two literary
reviews, D,a;sanpal and

t;,uad~roqa

del VaJrl'l .Q.g, M,exigo.

Both

were short-lived.
Although the purpose of this study is to concentrate
on en analysis of Paz • s book of essays, l l

sgladad.

!.mb~rin:ts

£t! !!

published in 1950 and revised and expanded in 1959,

this writer feels that it would be in

orda~

to give a

summary-listing of his poetry and other works.

The reader

will thus not only be able to follow the events of the
author's life, but he will also be able to grasp the details
of his development as a writer and to understand hie purpose
in writing l l lflbertntg .Qj. !.! ~..9lf!d§ld.
Paz published his first volume of poetry in 1933, at
the age of nineteen.

Entitled

~ ~i~veatrm.

it has been

characterized by the author as a poetic exercise that he

,--.,.-------,...
-----

_______

-~

----·----

----

would jtuJt as $Con fQl:get • but h.- us eel it to adventsge by

stucl.v!ng :tts faults in o:xrcler tt:l .avtd.d the aerM& mistakes in
~------------

hia later po$m$.
In 1936• while livtniJ in Yucatan.,

PE!t

$aeondary flchool for t-Ytn:l<int;J .... cltnll$ ehiltbum,

feundad a
Het-e agtdn• as

:tn his atu:ly yee:a. he becarna: aWQ$ of iha Indilim past, end .
he t:ried to apply ttuJch e;f what he had latumed fxrom the boake

in hie gl:andfathel:''s l!b:caxoy.
In July of 193Gt civil wal: tu:nk$ c:u.1t in Spain. and
this had a pl!'ofound effect on

Pa~.

He hili$ a aid that a.l though

he etxpa:rieneed e feal;!ng af brotherhood in a comt11on purpose
when he tJnd

crth~l:

e-aue.e traveled to

of

wri te~s who eympathizud wi tn thfj Hapublioan
th~t

countl:y, he also telt a geneJ:al scnsuf

dia~nohantmentt ~specially

War.

in· the initial atsgea of the

He saw. in the faoe;s of' the men aomething that

him of a

clsape~sta:

hoperfulnaea...,.... aomething concrete and st the

same tima, unive):'l$al.
those,t~

~am.inded

»tJmver again have I sean facea; likti!

he: says.

Y los rchttro$ que vt han vuel to a Sf\l:t' lo qua GJ~an ijH'lt.es
da qurz se apoda:tuase de alltH? squalls albtlt-oxsda $Ul:lg~ticlad
(4en qulc en la vida .a en l~ mua::ttt?) t rostros de gente
hum!ldtJ y ~udth Petu au t'f,u:nsardo no me abandons. Quien

h-a visto la £spe1:an~a, no la olv:tda. La buace bajo tadQ$
loa cialos y ent~~ tados loa homb~ss, Y ausMa qu~un d!a
ve a enaontrarla da nuevo• no saba d6nde, acaGa antr• los
suyoa.s

;::; ____ _

5

Paz's experience in the Sp6nish Civil War also had a
:-'!

on his wziting.

profo~ncl ~ffact

Although

h~

-

was clialllu- .

stoned with tha.results of it. he identifi$d with the hopes,
the dreams, the possibilities, that ha aaw in those faces.

,.....,

------------

=<------------

.....

--

,_. ___ - --------- --"--

----

---

~-·~-·--

from this experience he shaped his image of.revolution, and
in his writing he baa attempted ta depict what promise, it
would have for the
----

------

---

-

Mexie~n.

------------------------------

During his time in Spain he pubiished .~l~gu

cg,memfl!UL

fi},Yer,~g £ill.

tionary hope.

RQ{~

.Q

!:.Ill

§l. f.££!!!l.!!tt the theme of which is, revolu•

.t!P.J.. ho.mP.£q was. also pUblished,

5.n 1937,

and its dominant theme of erotic love will alao be found in
his later poetry -end aeeaye.
Upon his return f'rom Spain • Paz published ,\(o.o,e§.
~sgaMm

(1938)•

an~anthology

£!..~

of Spanish poets who were

supporting the Republican cauee.

In 1941, he was one of the

editors of bzgy;;a,l,, a collection of contemporary Spanish and
Spanish-American

poet~y~~

He published

~

Jui e;\eclra,

y,.

:1Jl

.f.l.t:u'.; .which concarna the landscape and men of Yucatan, in the
Between 1936 and 1941• Paz had become

en~sod.ated

with

1

a grotip which waa writing some of- the most

impo~ta~t youthf~l

Members included Pa~~ 'Alberto Quintero
Alvarez, Neftalt Beltr6n• and Efratn Huerta, 6 · These man came

poetty in Mexico'

6

to be .known as l l GryQ,g Tstl;l;a£, and they were acutely
,·

a~'llere

of the social problema of Mexico, but their approach to the
problem of the Mexican related it to the universal problema
of mank!nd. 7
momentt

They were interested in the reality of the .

human; social and political.

Paz,, the acknowledged

leader of the group, founded the magazine

Im!l~r

(published

from 1930 to 1941). · Bia stature aa a critic and essayist
grew during these years and continued, later, in

P£29a:g.e.;

a

.I:!!.J.g

another review of which he was cofounder and,

fo\~

a

'time, editor ..
In 1942, Paz published in 11

a

or;i,l;J.r:a del myndq most

of his earlier poetry, as well as a great deal that was new.
In the newer poems it ·is possible to see signs of surrealism,
which characterizes much of his later poetry.

Mauricio de le

Salva believes that if Paz's early work can be divided in two
stages that the dividing line comes with A a

pril!.~.

m

mundg.

His poetry prior to this was more romantic, and th~t
afterwards leans more toward surrealism. 8 Paz himself, in an
interview· with Roberto Varnengo, asserts that surrealism is

directly inherited from romanticism:

El aurreelismo, como as aabido par todoa, ea el here•
dera directo del romanticismo. Para.loa grandee rom6n-

7M. J. Panico, "Motifs and Exprassio~ in Octavia Pa~t

An Explication of his Spoken Anthology" (unpublished doctoral
dissertation, The University of Maryland, College Park, 1966),
PP• 4-5. .
6Mauricio de la Salva~ "Octavia Paz: bdsquadaa infructuosaa," ~.umdal£Q.QS. .f!51 D!l~!iltt 8etem.• IV (julio, 1963), lB.

7
ticost como pars loa sur~ealistas* la dualidad entre
poas!a e historia debe daeaparecer, an provecho de la
prim~ra • • • • t•1ae este grupo tlos surraalistas] no
pretende separarse del reato de los hombres, sino que, an
el intarior·mismo de la sociadad aontamporahea, lucha par
diaaminer el virus po,tico y per haaer de la aolectividad
entera.un mundo regido por la imaginaci6n y el demeo .
• • • • En efacto, si nuestro tiempo poses un •aagrada,•
eato es, una constelaci6n de imJgenas, mitos y obsasiones,
un territorio el,ctrico en el que los contraries sa
funden o se devoran• sse 'sagrado' ea aurrealista y ast6
compuesto de un triAngulo incandescanta: la libertad, el
amor y la poae!a. No as nacesario a"adir que el 'sagrado'

--- ----surreel!sta,- con1o ha dieho Bret6n, ee eMtrarreligicso y

~-------------=----~-

---- ------ -

opuesto por naturalaza a las religiones pol!ticaa con que
partidos y Estados envilaaen a los puablos.9
In

Ji 14 .Q£illa

~

ro.ygdg is seen the beginning of .the

author's loneliness and solitude• which is the major theme of
his later writings.

Love, aolituda, pleasure and death face

the world in these poems, and they are always related to
fundamental human problems. 10
From 1943 to

194~.

9

~---

Paz was in the United States, firat

as a Guggenheim fallow, and than aa an official of the Mexican

Foreign Service.

During these years he resided in Berkeley

and New York City, and among his travels was included a visit
.

~

to Vermont to meet Robart Frost, for wham he held great
respect~

He described his years in the United States as
~;;;:~~";:;:~;..~~~
~

••searching years."

Ha found it difficult to t.'llrite. suffered

from sleeplessness. and said thQti he felt a strangeness and

9Hoberto Varnango, "Entrevista con Octavio Paz,n ~

(Argentina), CCXXVII (Marzo-abril, 1954), 62.

~ 0 R~~ato Rosaldo, "A Decade of Mexican Literature,
1950-1960, n 8rizgna Q.ua:t:11.!3'!Y.; XVI H·Jinter, 1960)., 321.

~-

8

a sense of not belonging. 11
.\£!barint.o. .9J!, h

The first two assays in

U

.iQJ:adad; nEl pachueo y otroa extremes" and
,.....-----------

nM6scaras mexioanaa.« which will be discussed later, .were

=------ --------

---~---

most likely written during theea years,. as they deal with
'

themes

'

concarning·comparis~hs

betwaan the

and tha

M~xican

North American ..
From 1945 to 1951

~az

aervad in Paris, also as an

official of the Mexican Foreign Bervica.
time that he became most

enth~siaatic

It was at this

about the

movement; allying himself with the school of
He was

~ary

sur~aalistic

Andr~

Br6ton.

popular in Paris. and his nam•, like that of no

othe:: Speniah American, still appears in all ·the cultural
magazinaa, not only in France, but in other European eoun-

trims also.
During his reaidsncl in Paris he published
.~ QS~ 1 flbi£§i

(194.9)

''~lona 1 trf7;,,~,~poetry.
·

t

bibertg~

the most widely-known of Paz' a collse ...

This work, according to l\1auricio de la

·;r''r

Selvs. is the one that aould be used ta indicate

th~t

Paz had

begun· the mature phase of his poetic writing, as the preoc-

cupation of the man suffering for love or for bread is substituted by th~ man ebso~bed in himself, looking for a new course
based upon a broader idaology. 12 Also while residing in
Paris, Paz published l l ;}.ap.eiiQto

J1!l J:.!

J.Qlp.d~ct

(1950), end

=

t.8.f.1Y..W.Q. .!i.9.l,1 (1951), tl1a first of hie boak ... langth works to
'

'

f

be translated into franqh. ,

1.'

,.1.

l

.,
~----'----"-~'-..-~

Paz
1953.

live~

It was

hims~lf"'a~

and traveled in the Orient from

~uring

this time

e mature poet.

tha~

he

19~1

~pparantly

to

~

g_______ _

"found

He studied qrisrtel poetry,

painting, sculpture, architecture, history, philosophyJ and
Buddhism.

Claire

~~a,

in her biography•. sayey that everything

aeem·ed to fall in place for him

here--tt~at

bridges w.era laid

----~--~-

down between the Eaat and the, Weat. 13
Other works while in the

included a translation,

O~isnt

~~n..d.!l.~ ~ Oku,. done in colla~oration with t~. Hayashiya.

translation is of a poetic

travsl~diary

century J,paneae poet, Matsuo laaho¥

ihis

of the seventeenth-

As a result of thi•

effort he lf!!lls inspired to ptJblish .§.emi;~~as, ~ .W.O.

(1954), soma of the most objective of all his

.'Utmng

poet~y,

which

shows definite signs of some of. the admirable qualities of
Japanese poetry~ 14
Paz is multilingual.
far the

~ranalation

In eddition to learning Japanese

just noted, he learned Pqrtgueae in order

to translate the poems of Jaaquim Pessoaj and he also speaks
french~ English, I~alian •nd Swedish~
13

c~a,

. ....:... _.:.

--------------

.Q.Q• sit .. , rh 70.

14 Gaorge G. Wing, noctavio Paz# Poetry, Politics, and
the Myth of the'Mexican" (unp~blished do~toral dissertation.
The University of California, Berkeley, 1961), P• a.

10

Pat returned to Mexico from the Orient' toward the end
of 1953, and.remsined there until

great activity for him,
!!~e.c1.£f!

1958~

This

we~

a period of
,...,.----------""' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

ln 1958 twa lang poems appeared,

~

.£! §9l• a vJot-k that attempts to combine the idea of

eroticism with that of social pt'otast; ·and

va.,ott!Jfltra,, a summary· or collection of his

u

e.~1aE.~tin

·

wox-k •

The

latter is made up of.nina long poems, some of which had

bs~n

praviow~

published before.

The influancs of Octavia Paz·upon the world of Mexican
letters is also

e~ident

in his prose productions.

Most of

thia work is still uncollected, but it has appeared in·
various publications:· ;S!t!i•

.•

a~x.!Jao

a a

!al.l~£· Q

..

C~uuJurtes ~war~.GHiU.l9!t

bst;;m!!

~

H,ij,g_ e;~.Q;Lg.g,, Cuad~~no,ra (Paris), .f!ey.;Lsta -

!J.nAye;:si£t§.cl,. .2.2. f!l'x~cg • a~u,;ts$im i1~i!tsic,tm.<a.

rua b:J,ta,;r:a:.t,urJi•

end in·the literary supplements. of newspapers. such as
"M~xico

en la Cul.tura, 11 supplement of Uove,dJldps,.

describes the prose of Paz as "baing so
timas.it is itself poetry. 1.15
•
ll

lfilp!f4r!o~o

!!! !!.

J'UP~ad.~d,

Raul

rh~thmic th~t

L~ivs

at

.
Examples.
of his prose include:

( 1950), a book of. essays t:laaling
\

with, the personality of the· ~1exioan, as will be illustrated

in the ,ensuing chapte;a:

n .u:.ru1

)l.

!Ja.J:.!U {1956), a long

treatise on poetry and the poetic . prooasaJ and
~

w

.Q,£H\f!S

~

(1957), s compilation of twenty•eight prose pieces, the
15

.·

.
QQ§!:i!! rnex~g,gQ§ gon;temagColecci6n Centro de Estudioa literarioe,

. Rat1l Leiva, l!tUUH!O.

r~nea (M~xico;

1959)t P• 219.

.sli. lt;l

~

~----

ll
earliest

~f

which dates from 1938t

He also wrote one play,

1Jl hija,.£1! r.sweao,gi,pj, but it mat with only mild success.

a

e.io;tya;:a
a~ analysis of. that artist and his work, 16

mo.xe euacesaful venture was T,fi!lll§VQ .Wl

A

illB?$iS;ana,

collection af his poetry.

published·Salamand;~,;another

In 1961 ha was invited to Mallorca

as ana of the judges of both the Prix International des

Editeurs and the Premia

ro~mentar.

That same year hm was

invited by tha Institute of Contemporary Arta to.leoture in
Washington, D.

c~,

and hie activities thare included a

reoorclin9 session for the Arc;hiva of HispEmic Li·terature• e

speciaL project of the Hiapanic.faundation of the Library of

Congress. 17
In 1962, Paz returned to the Orient, and he presently

re•tdes in New Delhi, India. serving as Ambassador for his
government.

He.aontinues to publish in various

journalat and in

York.

well~known

1966 wes.chasen to represent Spanish Amer•

ican poetry at the

Inte:rm~:~tional

Writers Conference in New

His influence and prestige. apparent and well recog-

nized during the 1940's and 195Qta, has not been limited to
those two deaadeaJ his stature has continually grown.

16 Rufino Tamayo ia a contemporary Mexican artist Who
specializes in small paintings of human figures and still
life. Ha was born in ·Oaxaca, in 1099.
l7f)
•..
· anJ.co,

sw.~

i">4+t·

~~~

•

. •l. i.1 ..
P•

- - ~

g_ -------·---

In 1959, Paz returned to Paris, where ha remained
until 1g62. ·During this time he

~---=-:--~::__=-~-=-- ====

CHAPTER TWO
~

,...,

-- --- ----·---~--

-----------=------------------

or

THE SOLITUDE

THE MEXICAN

Octavia Paz, to summarize what has been presented in
the preceding chapter; as a youth and young man, was moat
strongly affected intellectually and emotionally by his
~-

father's and grandfather's social convictions, his extreme
reading in his grandfather 1 a library; and his experiences in
the Spanish Civil War.

Out of these varied influences he

developed his diagnosis of Mexico's most basic problem•-lack
of identity as a people.

Paz realized• more end mora as time want on, that the
influence of alien capital and its dominion, year after year.
over the government, had made and was continuing to make it
impossible for Mexican

nationalism-~for

develop fully and completely.

Mexicans as such, to

He also, contrary to eome

opinions, realized that he was not alone in his knowledge•
realized that there were others just as aware of the problems
as he, others equally as anxious as he for a Mexico for
Mexicans.
reform.

These "others," he knew, were the nucleus for
He saidc

La minor!a de mexicanos que poseen cpnciencia de at no
constituye una clase inm~vil o cerreda. No solamente as
la dnica activa--frente a la inarcia indoespaMola del
resto-~aino que cada d!e modele m's el pa!s a su imagen.

13
Y creoe, conquieta a M!xico.
sentirse mexicanoa.l

Todos pueden llegar a

He further realized that while they were conscious of

them~
""'-- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

___

selves as
for

Mexicans~

reform~

that while they wanted and would struggle

they needed a "Voice« to represent them.

As that "Voice" Octavia Paz departed from his usual
genre of poetry to that of the prose essay, hoping. as
r.1J3u_ti.~iJJ_tit!J._a_ ffi~ly~__h_a$

i!ldicated, that through this more

generally and easily understood medium he could carry his
preoccupation regarding his country--his attempts at persuad•
ing the people to deal squarely with the social political and

economic ills~-to a larger segment of his paople. 2 ~ ~
ri,n;to .9Jl

a

,mgJr.edad is the result of this departure.

tHe realization of those hopes.

It is

In it Paz became the "Voice

of Mexico," of the Mexico made up of • • • "un grupo concreto,
'

oonatituido par saos que • • • tienen conciencia de su ser en
tanto qua mexicanoa.''
Although

ll

(k..il!!l•t ll).

J,age;;a,o:tm

'a JJl.

§QJ,~dad was published in

1950, while the author was living in Paris, critics generally

agree that the essays are the consequence of many years of
extremely thoughtful consideration and study.

Thay

w~re

written. not a~ one g~eat outburst, but e•say-by-assay, davelw
· 1 octavio Paz; l l J,abaa;:;ntg. .9.! l! iQJ.edad, ( segunda
edici6n ·revised a y aumantadaJ t4§xico: Fo.ndo de Cul tura
·Econ6micta, 1959). P• 11. Hereinafter cited as bf!b•
2Maurioio de la Selva, "Octavia Paz; b~aquedas .
infructuosas," J;yjjd!Jrngs £!J1 B,p,l:t~e• .8*~a.s, IV (julio; 1963), 19.

~
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oped aa his. own understanding of "the Mexican." and of himself
-

'

wa~e

----·-----

~

as one of them, matured-

The first of the essays probably

written while Paz was living in the United States

(1~43·

1945)·-the latter ones during his six year sojourn in Paris.

---------;= ----------- - - - - -

~---

"'

....... -·------· ---· - -----~-~~--

i

Some critics have
lll.•b~;into

said~

because the first chapter of

f.!e .1&1. soledfU! deals \dth a particular lvlexican,

the aashuce (who will be dealt with later), the displaced
;----

-

~-

- -

---

~

--~---

-~---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Mexican. that the book is lacking in proper
it does not follow a chronological

order~

·aontinuity~-that

This is trua.

The

setting of the introductory chapter is in the United States
in the era of the 1940 • e •

ln i t• Paz presents the gac,hy;o,

the Mexican youth who, failing to find identity in what should
be his own society, has sought it in the United States, only
to be again rejected.

Then by means of flashback, he shows

how this situation has evolved chronologically.

He shows how

"his Mexican," the Mexican who has labored• struggled, and
fought. has never been allowed to feel himself a participant
....... to feel a part of his country ox- of any other--to feel a
sense of belonging.

Paz not only sees his country, he feels

it; he feels its vastness, and sees its great potential, and
he has the intense desire for his countryman to feel it also
....... all aspects of it..... the horror, the repugnance, the tenderness, and the beauty.

He envisions his countryman as a

nationalistic entity, unfettered by the materialistic tantaM
alea of foreign economic domination.

15
Alth~ugh,

aa has bean stated before, Poz,becamo an

essayist for this particular .work, in it the disciplirye of
=·-

the accomplished poet manifests itaalf.

He chooses

wo~da

.not

--·--··---···--~

,....,- ----------- -----

....,._

---------

only for ,their. meaning but also for their sound, their length,

their appearance.

There is a sensitivity to details of

texture, .of phrasing, and of implication,

He approaches his

subject with a clearness end transparency in
en

unu~ual

capacity

fo~

selecting the right

language-~with

~ords

to support

his arguments. ' The following excerpt. from an interview with
Roberto Vernengot illustrates that Paz sinceraly.balieves
that the wx:i t-t;sn .word is, the v.ery essenoe of' his

be~ng

;·

Y para un poeta, lo propio~-su Onico bien y propiedad
"•as el lenguaje. Un lenguaja que sa confunda con au ser
mi~mo..
El ,poets e,st.6 en sus palabr~s; no eabe distin ...
gu1rlo o separarlo de •llaa • * • •
; . '·

'

i

' .:.

-

It.is because of Paz•s control of language that he ia

able to create the imagery of personal withdrawal in
r~nto,

slil.!

~ !i2!~

>

sgJ.gdag; and to. traoe the origin,

~he

present

statue, and the future of solitude; the trait he considers
most obvious and serious in the Mexican.

«octavia Paz," says

critic Antonio Luna Arroyo, "buses las ra!eea del hombre y

aiente en la

tie~ra

oscura al pulao de la sangre, fuerza

mistariosa qua enoienda y alumbra la gloria del ae~.» 4
3 Robarto Varnengo, "Entravista con Octavio Paz 11 ,Syr
1
(Argentina)., CCXXVII (marzo .... obril, 1954), 63 ... 64.,
4 . .
.
Antonio Luna A.rroyo, uoctavio Paz, poeta, u .tJt
-l,_ystif.gi{h XXIV (noviambre, 1964) •. 3-4~

.='

-

--~-----
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Contrary to the opinions of critics· such· as Samuel
Ramos• Ezaquiel Chavez,

Jos~

Iturriaga, and Emilio Uranga,

Who imply that the Mexican's solitude ie indicative of an
inferiority complex• Paz considers the awareness of solitude
to be a strength--a realization of the cruelty of reality•
and a refusal to accept
univeraal~Mthat

it~

Paz bellavaa that solitude is

it ;is common to all men, but that many, unlike

the t4exican who ernploys it, .refuse to admit ·ita presence as,
in their weakness, they refuse to admit the reality and truth
of death.

That solitude is universal and ever-present he

makes very clear in the opening paragraph of the essay in
which he describes the nature of solitude:
La soledad• el aentiraa y el seberae solo, desprendido
del munclo y ajeno e ai miamo• saparado de s!, no es carac~
ter!atiea exclusive del mexic:ena.. Todos los hombres, en
algDn momenta de au vida, sa sienten aolost y m~s; todos
los hombres estAn solos. Vivir, as separarnos del que
fuimaa para internarnos en el que vamos a ser, futuro
extraNo siempre. La soledad sa el fonda dltimo de le
condiai~n humans.
El hombre es el 6niao ear que se siente
&~ole y el 6nieo qua es · bdsquede de otrth
Su naturala.za• ...
ai se puede hablar de natuzalaza al raferirse al hombre,
al ser qua, preoisamonta, se ha inventado a a! miamo al
decirle "no» a la naturaleta~-consiste en un aspirar a
realizarae en otro. El hombre ee nostalgia y bdaqueda de
comuni6n~
Por eso cada vez que sa sienta a s! miamo se
siente como carencia de otro, como soledad, (.bJ!e.,, 175).
P•z believes that the aalitude of a nation, like that
of man, ia an

inte~mediate

stap, and a necessary one, toward

en ideal solution of universal brotherhood.,

furthermore, to

become a stronger voice for his people• Paz believes that it
is vital for him to explore himself es an individual and as a
part of his nation.

In 'doing this he muat relegate himself

g~-

--------

=------
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to solitude so that later he may transcend it and lead his
compatriots in their search.

=---~---~-

He wishes not only to give his

existence meaning; but also to give meaning to the existence
t"'-~~-------·--···-

of his fellow man. ·The frustrations end disappointments

=--------'--------=-

experienced during the purgatory while in the labyrinth of
solitude; he feels are necessary for achievement of national
communion~

Consciousness of this solitude causes him to

analyze it in personal, national and universal terms;
As! el hombre maduro atacado del mal de soledad consti·
tuya en ~pocas fecundas una anomalfa. La frecuencia con
que ahara sa encuentra a esta clase de solitaries indica
la gravedad de nueetros males. En la ~poca del trabajo
en comdn, de los cantos en comOn. de los placeres en
comOn, el hombre eeta m&s solo que nunca. El hombre
moderno no se entraga a nada de lo que hace. Siempre una
parte de a!, la m's profunda- permanece intacta y alerts.
En el siglo de la acci6n, el hombre sa esp!a. El trabajo.
Onico dios moderno, ha cesado de ser creador. El trebajo,
sin fin. infinite, corresponde a le vida sin finalidad de
la sociedad moderns. Y la soledad qua engendra, soledad
promiecua de los hotelee, d$ las oficinas. de loa talleres
y de los cines• no es una prueba que afine el alma, un
necssario purgatorio. Es una condenaci6n total, espejo
de un mundo sin salida. (1J!!:J.., 184).

n-

In this definition of solitude in relation to man's
position in the universe, Paz's ideas are akin to those of
the modern existentialist.

ln this phase of solitude Paz

envisions man struggling to give his existence meaning. and
he is extremely concerned about the problem of communication.
Like Jos6 Ortega y Gasset, whom he greatly admired, he sees
human life as the fundamental reality. but recognizes that
man faces a world of objects with which he must establish a

\'

--- --

- - -
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relationship~ 5

Like Martin Heidegger• whom he also studied.

=--~-

---------

.he ia .genuinely ·alarmed that increasing industrialization
threatens to dehumanize culture. 6
j

The interpretation of menla condition as prOpagated by

the Existentialists is not the only ·one used by Paz to illustrate his theories of the reasons for man's solitude.

His .

use of the Freudian interpretation is apparent in his convic•
tion that the solitude ,af man begins the moment he is torn
from the security of the maternal womb and is left alone and
orphaned in a strange and hostile world.
similar to one that Fraud would

make~

His explanation,

is that man thus haa a

conscious or subconscious desire to return to the womb--to
flee from the chaos and insecurity of his mundane existence.
.The following excerpt . from U l§b,§ri!;nto

~

a

ggledad illus-

trates thist
Uno con el mundo que lo rodea, el feto es' vida pura y
en bruto, fluir ignorante de s!. Al nacer• rompamos los
lazos que nos unen a la vida ciega que vivimos en el
vientre materna, en donde no hay pause entre deseo y
satiefacci6n. Nueetra sensaci6n de vivir sa express como
separaci6n y rupture, desamparo, ca!da en urr ~mbito
hostil o extrano. A medida que crecemos esa primitive
sensaci6n se transforms en sentimiento de soledad, Y m's
tarde, en concienciao estamos condenados a vivir solos.
pero tambi!n ~o estsmos a traspasar nuestre soledad y a
rehacer los lazos que en un paeado paradis!sco nos un!an
a la vida. (.b.i!ll. • 175) •
.
5 Ernesto Ardura, 'Ortega
1
y Gas est • 11
(diciambra. 1965),·16.

8m~ris9s,,

XVI

6John Leddy Phelan. «M4xico y lo mexicano," tli§ganJc
Atne;r;t,g§Q !jis;to,r~c@l Rencie!'j• XXXVI (August, 1956). 313.
4
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Paz's, eae:r:c.:h for
of those

"Ma~icans,"

11

th a Nexican, '' and ,for himself as one

thus is conducted in a Freudian-oriented

surrealistic attempt to relate to the moat fundamental human

~----

~- ·----~----

problemas
a

.life~

death,

met~~hysical plane~

~ovei

solitude and liberty, baaed .on

Hie alliance with the literary movement

of surrealism, apparent in .his writing as early as 1942

(A·~

.PJ:U!m £1m! mypdg), and implemanted during his residence in
somed into maturity.
Paz•s struggle to give his existence meaning so that
he may eventually aid hia countryman in their search begins
with an especially vehement look at his own conscience.

His

anguished preoccupation with viewing himself is not a narcie•
aistic

car~a1

admiration of self- but rather a primary and

indispensable step conducted in order to permit him to reject

the superficial elements, and to find the positive and
absolute values so essential to work his way out of the 1aby•

:rinth of his mundane existence.

Although it is

pa~adoxical,

he feels that the more personal the search ·that he conducts
of himself, no matter how anguished it may be, .the more
successful will be his efforts to find communion for universal
man.

That he feels it imperative to commune with oneself

before finding universal communion is exemplified by his
words, which followt

A to doe • en a1gl.1n memento, sa. nos ha reve.lado nuastra
como algo particular. intransferible y·
precioso • • , • El daacubrimiento de noaatroa miamos

~xistencia

20
ee manifiesta como un sabernos solos; entre el mundo y
nosotros ee abra una impalpable, traneparente muralla:
la de nuestro cionciencia. (!rtab.; 9).
g_::--:~-----=====--=-

Paz has, then 1 admitted that the need to find a meaning

_____
t1
H

,_.

for ixist•nca in order to have

n~tianel

unity is neoassaryj

-

_____
---

--

--

---

~----"

-----

~-----

not only fbr the Mexican but far all mankind• and he has also
s.tated

We, he

;th~t.,,~e

is not the only

indica~es•

difference

r~a>d.can

cmgaged in

thir~

search.

are all of us in the labyrinth, but the

between~the·Mexican

and

otha~

men is that for the

Mexican the labyrinth is real••he is aware of being enclosed
in a ma%e, and this very awareness keeps alive his hopes o.f
emerging.
During the first stage, when he first recognizas the
need for self-creation, he experiences a vital irH$acurity.

and the more he searches the mora confused and inhibited he
becomes.

Paz compares this stage with the period of life

through which we all must pass••adolescenca.

He compares him

to the adolescent because the Mexican. like.the adolescent,
cannot forget himself.

The symptoms of adolescence••revolt,

inaecuri ty, idealism, are what the Mexican is, suffering from
after the first years of the Revolution.

Paz, dre~tJs

an

analogy between the Mexican and the adolescent in the

fi~at

Para as! como al adolescents no pueda olvidarse de a!
apenaa lo consigue dej~ de setla~~nosotros no
podemoa suetraer.nos a la necesidad de interrogarnoa y
contemplarnos. No quiero decir qua el mexicano sea por
naturaleza or!tico. sino que etra¥ieaa una etapa raflexiva~
(Lab., 10).

mismo-~pues

--------
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However, Paz emphasizes that this adolescence is not
unhealthy.

He has stated that it is a path which

~ll

-

---

-~------

indi•
~ -------=
--- -----------

viduals must travel, and he believes that nations also·must
....,._.

-

negotiate this road before reaching maturity&
• • • el adoleacente, vacilante entre la·infancia y la
juventud, queda suspenso uQ instants ante la infinite
riqueza del mundo ~ • • • A los pueblos en trance de cracimiento las ocurre algo
_______ parecido:-----S.u--eer- se menifieste ccme

somos y c6mo realizaremos eso que

int~:r:rogaci6na

sennas?

{ L!iJll•,

ittug------------

9).

In contraat to this Mexican, in his quite healthy
adolescence, Paz ·Offers the egchuco, who has been mentioned
earlier. . He is the North American-Mexican youth, an inhabitant

typic~l

of some cities in the Southwest United States. ·

Paz describes the pacbucQ as bearing no actual relationship
to

11

his 11 Mexican.

The lH\!ibUSR. is not one of those who are

conscious of themselves as "Mexicans."
tendency to deny it.
American.

In fact, he has a

Nor. does he lay claim to being a North

He, Paz admits 1 is also in a labyrinth of solitude,

but a labyrinth leading nowhere.

While Paz's Mexican is

traveling,the corridors of the labyrinth positively• and thus
will emerge with self-identification and identification with
Mexico, the g,acbuco,, in an attempted

P,~avf!do,

flaunts his non-

identification with anything or any people:
El 11 pachuco" no quiere volver a au origen mexicanoa
tampoco-•al manoa en apariencia--deaea fundirae a la vida
, norteamaricana. Todo en ~l es impulse que sa niega a s!
mismo. nuda de contradicciones. enigma. Y el primer
enigma as su nombre mismo: "pachuco~. vocable de incierta
filiaci6n, que dice nada y dice todo. JExtrana palabra
qua no tiene significado precise o que, mAs exactamente•

__ - - - - - - · ------ ---
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est' cazgada, como todas las craeciones populares, de una
pluralidad de significadosf Queramos o no, estes sares
son mexicanos, uno de los extremes a que puede llegar sl
mexicano, (~., 13).
The Q!Sbuao possesses a dual personality• but instead

...'"'____

-~--

-~--·---·

-----~

of employing it advantageously, as does the Mexican who ie
conscientiously working his way through the labyrinth, his
negative attitude makes his dualism a detriment to the

• • • el pachuco es un clown impssible y siniestro, que
no intents hacer re!r y que procure aterrorizar. Esta
actitud e'dica se alia a un de•eo de autohumillaoi~n, que
me parece constituir el fonda mismo de su carActer: saba
que sobresalir as peligroso y que au conducts irrita a la
sociedad; no importa, busca, atrae la parsecuci6n y el
ascAndalo •• • • Algo, an euma, que debe ser suprimido;
alguien, tarnbi~n, eon qui..an s6lo as posible temer un
contacto secreta, a osouras. (lab., 15).
c; _ _ _ _ _ _

The healthy Mexican. who views himself as a
Mexican, looks to art, to literature, to

~r~e.

science~-always

describing, analyzing and restructuring his inner life in his
attempt to re-tia the linea uniting him to his tradititin.
Tom•s Cdrdova Sandoval• in an article entitled "lndios, oriolloa y mestizos," says that the Mexican, in his search for
self-identity, constructs a whole psychological state without
ever realizing it. 7
Another authority, and often bitter critic of the
Mexican, is Samuel Ramos.

His opinion of the Mexican psycho•

logy is.not as flattering as that of Cdrdova Sandovale
7 Tomas Ct5l:'dova Sandoval,,
ty~deng~

it Indios,, criollos y mestizos, tt
am!,i£engg, VI (naviembra-diciemb%1, 1951). 125.
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'It is characteristic of Mexican psychology to invent
artificial ends for each of the forma of national life.
It is true that our Europeanism is artificial, but the
idea of creating a pure Mexicanism is no lass artificial.
The Mexican never takas account of the realities of hie
life •. that.is to aay,_the limitations that histor~~ race
and b1olog1cal condit1ona impose upon hie futureo
Even if what Ramos says is true; certainly Octavio Paz
is an outstanding exception.

As has been stated earlier, he

feels vary strongly that the Mexican is a direct result of
his history.

True to hie existentialistic philosophy, he

believes that a man is an entity whose being depends a great
deal on what he previously west
A pesar de la naturaleza casi siempre ilusoria de los
enaayoa de psiaolog!a nacional. me parece reveladora la
insistanoia con que an ciertos per!odoa los pueblos sa
vuelven sabre a! miamos y se interrogan. Despertar a la
hietoria significa adquirir aonciencia de nueatra aingularidad, momenta de repoao reflexive antes de antregarnos
al hacer. (L,mb•t 9}.

However• in fairness to the criticism of Mr. Ramos. it
should be pointed out that Octavia Paz did no~ always feel
this way.

He is considered by some as being the first

Mexican to attempt to define his original thinking and to
discover the structure of his historical roots.
the fir.st pages of

n. leaber~nto a a

He states in

soledad.

Pensabe que una obra de arte o una aeci6n concrete
definen m~s al mexic:ano~-no solarnente en tanto que lo
expreaan. sino en cuanto. al expresarlo, lo racrean--que
la m~s penetrante de las descripcionas. Mi pregunta.
como las de los otros, se me aparec!a as! como un pretaxto
de mi miedo a anfrentmrme con la realidad; y todaa laa

cano, ·~

8 samuel Ramos, "En torno a las ideas sabre el mexiCuadernos americanos, LVI I (ma$ftJ ... junio, 1951), 110.
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especulaeiones sobra el pretend!do car~oter de los maxi•
canoe, h~biles subterfugios de nuestra impotonaia crea~
dora. _Crg£aa ,eomg. S§m.tJel .Bamgg. [my emphasis), que. el
_sentimiento cle inferiorided influye en nuestra predilec•
ci~n por al:an4lisis y que l~ escasez de nuestras area•
aiones se explic~ no tanto por un crecimiento de.las
faoultades cr!ticas a expenses des las·oreadoras 1 como.por
una instintiva desconfianze acarca de nuestrea capaci•
dad as,• (W,., 10).
!

ll

J.~be;a:n,te.

SJL

a

- - - ~----

f':

k-~~-- ----·-~·---
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SQc\!.Sa.c! is the result of this

change in thinking, and in these essays Paz attempts to
-

----

- - - -- - - - -

-----------

-----

-
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-

formulate a universal history, which he believes is his duty
as the dVoioe" of his people.

"

-----

CHAPTE:H THREE

THE HERITAGE OF THE MEXICAN

g- ----

As has been emphasized• Octavia Paz feels that in the
Mexican's attempt to open the

doo~

is one extremely important key.
J;abe..tin.te,

s!J!

a aeJ..mdgg

to self-identity, history

He devotes over half of

U

to examination t)f the salient

features of history as it regards the development of the
Mexican.

However, Paz doas·not believe that simply because

the character of the Mexican ia a product of the social
circumstances prevailing in the country, that an historical
analysis of these circumstances will automatically produce
concise and accurate interpretations of his fundamental
problems.

The problems era those of twentieth•century man.

and history is mirrored in the predicament of that man.
indicates that history may help the

~1exican

Paz

to ·transcend his

solitude, but he stresses that it is nat a complete and in
itselfa

En sums, la historie podrA saclarecer el origan de
muchos de nueatros fantasmas, pero no loa disipar6. S~lo
nosotros pndemos enf:r:enta.rnos a ellos. 0 dicho de otro
modo: la hiatoria nos ayuda a comprender ciartos :r:asgos
de nuestro car4cter, a condici6n de que seamos capatea de
aislarlos y denunciarlos previamente. Nosotros somas los
dnicos que podemos contester a las preguntas que nos
hacen la realidad y nuestro propio ssr.l
1octavio Paz. ~ 12ber;nt~ ~ ~ pgledgp (segunda
edici6n revinada y aumentacla; M~xico: Fondo de Cultura Econ6•
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Only by keeping this in mind can the impact that

=-----~-----

history has on the Mexican•a search for himself be kept in
,....,.

its proper perspective.

Paz has presented the Mexican ae a

----------------=<----------------

~-

miniature representation of universal man in regard to world

'-----~---

history; but he has also depicted the t4exican in a variety of
situations, each separated from the other in time •. In eac::h
of these historical situations¥

pre-Cortez, Conquest, Inde-

pendence• Reform, absolute dictatorship, end Revolution; the
t4e,xican experienoEH9 the sarne anguish as doea universal man in

the face of the contemporary world

crisis~·bearing

the burden

of his alienation, but feeling the optimism of eventual
OQmmunion with his fellow man=

El hombre modarno tiene la pretenai~n de pensar
despiezto. Pero sate daspierto pansamiento nos ha
llevado par los carredores de una ainuosa pesadilla. en
donde loa aspejaa de la raz~n multiplican las o'maras de
torture. Al salir• acaso- descubriremos que hablamoa .
eo~ado con loa ojas abiertoa y que los auenos de la razdn
son atrooes. Quiz4 1 entonces, empezarembs a soMa~ atra
vez con los ojos oerradoa. (.bJI!a.., 191)
Although the problema of

th~

modern Mexican are gener"

ally considered to date from the Conqu,est, any. contact with
the

Ma~ican

people will reveal tha influence of,the

pre~

Columbian cultures, and with a minimum of examination it
becomes evident that thas• cultures represented a refined
civilization.

Of all the various indigenous

sla~ents

present,

the Altec Efupire is the ane that moat influenced the history

m.ica, 1959), P• 66.

Hereinafter citE!d as

.b.i!l•

c----
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of Mexico, for when the Spaniards arrived, lad by

Hern~n

Cortez, the other tribes in the great valley of Mexico were
about to be absorbed into it.

~ ' - - - - ___.c.__. _

_:_

: __

This Empire, at its peak from

1500 to 1519 A. D., ruled over a domain which reached south
=, _ __

into Oaxaca 1 west into Michoac,n, and east to the Gulf of
Mexico.

Their center was in Tenochtitl&n, which is present-

day Mexico City.

Their economy was based chiefly on corn.

they engaged in a limited amount of trade, social classes
were rigidly stratifi$d, and their political organization
consisted of a strong center, loosely governing the periphery. 2
Pat describes this culture which the Spaniards

encountered upon their arrivals
Los aztecea son los Gltimoa en estableeerse en el Valle
de M4xieo• El previo t~abajo de sroa:i.6n de sus pradece•
sores y el desgaste de los resortas Sntimoa de las viejaa
cultures locales; hizo posibl$ que acometieran la empress
extraordinaris de fundar lo que Arnold Toynbee llama un
Imperio Universal, erigido aobre los restos de las anti~
gues socledades • • ~ •
Cuando sa rsflexiona en lo que era nuestro pa!s a la
llegada de Cortls, sorprande la pluralidad de ciudadea y
cultures • • • (~., 81~82).
However, it is through an understanding of the religious organization of the Aztecs that one is able to under•
stand why a small group of Spaniards were

~ble

to

oonque~

the

Empire, against tremendous odds• and then how they were abilia
to impose. so painlessly and permanently, the Roman Catholic
religion ..

-----

¢
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The current ·belief was based on a combination of the
truly Aztec religion of

Huit~ilopochtli

(the Humming Bird

Wizard), god of war and of .the aun 1 who had led the people to
the valley of
and

~axico,

agric~ltura 1

central valley.
of corn and

and Tl&loe. an ancient divinity of rain

worshipped by'the stationary peasants

~f

the

Of cou»sa there were also other gods--gods

ro~guey,

or rain, wind and first ·Of death• of the

moon and the stars. and gods of the earth,

Human sacrifice
was the chief means of propitiating these gods, 3

Paz emphasizes that the people of Mexico were accus•
tamed to adapting their gods to the religions of conquering

societies.

Therefore• the imposition of tha Spaniards'

belief$ was not a causa for

conflict~

It was a simple,

easily acceptable transition:
El rasgo m&s acueado de la religi6n azteca en el mcunento
de la Conquista ea la inoeaante espeaulaqi4n taol~gica
qua refund!a., aie.te.matizaba y un:i.ficaba cx-aenoias dispex-..
sas, propias y ajenaa • • ~ • Las aistemati•aciones,
adaptacionas y reformae de le casta sacerdotal r•flajan
que an la esfera de laa oraaneias tambi4n sa proaed!a por

auperposic,4n••caraotet!stica de las ciudades prehisp'~
Del miamo modo que una pirlmide azteca recubre
a veaas un edificio m£s antiguo. la unificac16n religiose
aolamente afeetaba a la aupe~ficie de la conciencia,
dejando intaataa las c»elncias primitives •. Esta eitua•
ci6n p~efi9uraba la que intrcducirta al catolicismc, que
tambi~n es una religi6n auptn:puesta a •un fo'ndo t19ligioso
original y eiempre viviente. Todo preparaba la domina~
ci6n espaNola. (!:.&!2,., 84) •
nicas-~.

Begizno!n.g.s, ,t,q .t.b.!, .f?~e;£2n.1 ( secc:md edition, revised; Naw Yo;rlo
Alfred A. Knopf, 19 5), PP• 42•46.

3~.
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To make the religious tran$fer even more simple, one
of tha,primary gods,

Quetz~lc6atl

(the Feathered Serpent),

the god.king, had left the Aztecs with, the promise of
·returning out of the.waters of the East,

Thus, when Cortez

and his men, arrived. in their ships and with their horses
(neither of which the Aztecs had ever

see~),

the Aztecs were

convinced that Quetzalcliatl, had. returned. , Moc.tezuma; their
emperor, was an especdally superstitious ruler, and fearing
the wrath of Quetzalc6atl, he vacillated between offering
gifts to Cortez, and organizing the Aztec army.

As a result

of this situation. Cortez and his small army of only six
hundred men were able to overcome the diaotganized Aztec
wartior~, who numbered in the tens of thousands. 4 As Paz so
candidly states it in l l

!.~l;UI!rip.t.,p

,s!a

!..!a JWJ.edgg, "t.a gran

traici6n.aon qua comienza la historia de M6xico no as lade
los tlaxcaltecba.ni la,de Moctezuma y au orupo, sino lade
(~., 85).

los dioses11

5 '

Despite the worship of

go~s

and the practice of human ·

'

sacrifice, the. ritual of the Aztec religion also contained
many elem•nts which aided in the transition to the doctrine
of Roman Catholicism.
the

A~tecs

4

tended. to

lq,;LJ!.,

5'

Although they worshipped many gods,
axel~

pp. 128-130.
'
'

'

rine. above the others, sa the idea

The Tt;~qalt!SS~ were a tribe of Indiana in the Valley
of Mexicci who were hostile to the Aztecs, and who eventually
allied themselves with Cortez.
.
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of monotheism was not entirely foreign to them.

They also

believed in a structured and ordered supernatural world.
Their priests ware required to take long training, and
thtaughaut the.exarcise af their spiritual role on earth
those priests were marked off' from ordinary men by dress,
reaidanoe. ·speech and

comportment~

The·Azt~cs

worshipped

clay id6la, and the Spanish. revered wooden.sainta. · Soth
~eligians

had strong senaes of

baptism, had a
(th~~

confea~ion

o~ans.

The Aztecs practiCed

of eorts, and a typa.af ccimmunion

tonsumed images of the gods anointed with aacrificial

blood).

They uaecl incense in their churches, fasted, did

pan~naa.

want on pilgrimages to holy places, and made use of

a cross •. One of the most important simil.aritiea was the
belief that the birth of one of their major gods• Huitzilo·
pochtlit was aChieved without carnal

~onta6t,

aa the idea of

the Vi~gin birth, was acceptable to them. 6
Paz, illustrating the importance of the cult of the
Virgin of Guadalupe in Mexico evan today, explains its swift
popularity as due to the defeat of the two masculine divini•
ties, Huitzilopochtli and

Quet~alc6atl.

Thia. defeat. which

is what the Conquest meant to the Indian world, caused the
faithf~l

to return to the ancient feminine dieties, or more

specifically, to return to the security of the maternal womb
after baing left alone in a strange and hostile wotld.
Af

II I

.. t

f

(T

.11

1
•

Paz
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'

ia now applying his interpretation of universal man•a condi•
tion to the Mexican character• and supporting this conclu•

~--.::._

sion by. historical examples

Eats fen~meno de vuelta a la antraMa materna, bien cone•
cido de los psio61ogoa, es sin duda una de las causes
determinantes de la rApids popularidad del culto a le
Virgen, Ahora bien• las deidadea indies aran diosas de
fa~undidad, ligadas e loa ritmos c6smicoa, loa proceaoa
de vegeteeiOn y loa ritoa agrarios. La Virgen cat6lica
as tambi'n una Madra (Guadalupa~Tonant~in la llamen adn
-----

---
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· ea velar por la fartilidad de la,tierra sino ser refugio
de loa desamparadoa • • • • La Virgen ea el conauelo de
loa,pobrea, el escudo de loa d•bile•, el amparo de los
oprimidoa. En auma, ea la,Madre de las huArfanos.
Todos loa hombres nacimoa clesheredados y nueatra condici6n verdadera ea la o.rfandad, pe.ro aeto ea particular•
mente cierto para loa indios y los pobrea de M'xico.
<.bA!2.··· 76·77).
Even though the similarities between the two reli•
glans help to. eKplain the reasons for the Aztec acceptance
of catholicism immediately after the Conquest, there still
remains the question of why it was the Catholic Church which
took such a

st~adfast

hold in the New World.

Spain imposed

not only her religion on the conquered peoples but also her
governmental

patte~ne.

her language, her economic system,

and her social and political ideas.
Church that has endured.

However, it is the

The centuries which followed saw

the Spanish flag replaced, but the faith remains as tha,bond
which unites Bpaniah-Amarican life.

Octavio Paz believes

that a study of the salient features of colonial religion is
indispensable in order to discover the meaning of religion

fat the Mexican, as it is hera that the origins of many bf
his leJter conflicts lie.

(.b.@.b.•, 91) •
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One facet of this colonial structure haa been brought
to light by the foregoing discussion--the teligion$ of the

lridians made.them hoapitable to the teachings of the friars.

--

-

------------

The religion imposed by the Spaniards waa nat so .totally
diffe~ant

it.

that the indigarious peoples wer1 fa-ced to reject

On tha contrary, they accepted itt willingly. and in

doing eo they did not have to abandon their religious tradition.

They were able to $dept and incorporate, ao that to

this day thare.in

a~an

in the Roman Catholic Church of Mexico

many overtones of.tha anai•nt
.Anot~er

religions~

important consideration is that tha new reli•

gion gave the natives an opportunity to be a part of the new
society that waa imposed upon
thai~

tham~

gods had abandoned them, theit

as Paz points out, they
fria~s.

we~e

left in

The Aztecs felt that
leada~s
compl~te

F-

we•e dead, and,
solitude.

The

unlike the conquerors, were dedicated to giving the
'

Indians the opportunity to form a part of the new social

otder through baptizing thtnn.

Incidentall.Y• Paz emphasizes

that even thia cunc$ssion was not made in tha English

colonies a
Pero sin la Iglesia el destino de los indios habr!a sido
muy diverse • • • • La diferencia con la• coloni•s
e$jonas as radical. Nueva EspaMa canoei~ muchos hor,ores,
pero por.lo manoa ignord al mAs grave de todos• negarle
un aitio, aa! fue~e al ~ltimo en la eacala social~ a los
homh:caa que le eompon!en. (W,., 92).
Despite the efforts of the triers, however, Pa2 feels
that it was detrimental, cultu:cally; to impose a faith on the

-
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natives and not allow them to express originality (no deviations from the rigid Roman Catholic ritual were allowed).

He

points out that Mexico did not produce a great religious
poetry, an otiginal philosophy, nor an important mystic or
reformer for over a

hu~dred

years after the Conquest.

Spain

brought a religion·that was showing signs of decadence in
Europa• and

~he

failed to realize that

the.~aason

for this

decadence was that it had ceased to be creative and had
become stationary,

Thus, the anly link between the Indian

and the Spaniard which appeared et first to have any chance
of contributing to the formation of a combined and therefore
richer culture- resulted in a social unity that remained
culturally mechanical.

k

s.o~eflf:t.d.:

Eata aituaci6n paraddjica••Y no por eao manoa real••
explica buaMa parte de nuestra historia y as el origen de
muchos de ~uastros conflictos ps!quicoa. El catolicismo
ofraca un refugio a los descendientes de aquallos que
hab!an viato la exterminacidn de sus olasaa dirigentes.
la destrucci6n de sus templos y manuacritoa y la suprasidn de las formaa auperio~es de au cultura paro, por
raz6n misma de au deeadenoia europea~ lea niaga toda
posibilidad de expras•r au aingulariclacl. Ae!• redujo la
participacidn de los fielea a la mAs elemental y pasiva
de las actitudes religiosaa. (!t.i!?.•• 95•96).
Religion is nmt the only area in which Spain

supp~eesed

any ideas of creativeness or of originality which her new
subjects might wish to entettain.

It waa clear from the

beginning--all creations we#e reflections of Spain, a nation
showing signa of decadence by the mid-sixteenth century.
which looked upon Mexico simply as a colony, a eolony to be

= ----------
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soaked dry.

Consideration for that colony a•

anything·otho~

than lifeblood for Spain, so Paz aaya,·was nils

inventa,ya, ni deacubre=

(~~,

94).

such conditions, Paz uaea 6or Juana
Her tragic life

" - - -

In~s·de

(1648~1695)

conflict, that of her society as wall

la Cruz as an

reveals a double
·~n

· tha·t of her fern! ...

Her intellectual liveliness and thirst for knowledge,

ninity~

was damned by Church and State alike.
quastions•~and

tiona.

Spain did not went her

Sor Juana asked
aoloni~ts

asking ques•

Sor Juana wanttad to ,;penetrate l.ittle ... known spiritual

worlds--the Church frowned on this*

living in a colonial aaciety
allow~d.

rinth ot

And so she beeama
solitud~ 1

~hare
silent~

This talented woman was
doubt and.inquiry were not
She entered the laby•

and questioned only herself.

As Paz says.

she was living in a world which was open to.partioipationt
but it was closed to all personal expression and all adven•

tuxotu

it was closed to the futux-e.

(.b.m• • lOS}.

Another group, and certainly mo»e numerous, who
suffsr~d

:::-;·---- - - -

Y otto tanto acurra aon sua

To illustrate· the desolation and solitud$ caused by

~xempl~.

=-------------

no

se axtiande, ae defienda, sa recrae.

No quiere cambiar. aino durer.
posesionas ultrama:rinaa.

·~EspaNa:

·-

cultural loss from the Conquest were the Indiana.

lrJhile it is true that the Church. as has been said, halpad
to include them in the social order, it atill mamains

pain~

fully clear that the reasons the Spaniards did not extermi•
nate them in the first place waa that they needed their
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labor fox\ tha vast hf!,cieo,clg and exploitation o'f the mine$.,

(.b.!!l., 92).

This was wotk·that a Spaniard, a

~&ninaH,lar

(a

=····----------
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Spaniard born in

~sa~n) 1

certainl,y could not be expected to

dot ·So, from tha.var,y beginning, the Indi•ns were relegated

to an inferior status.

Many of them had bean mambars of the

ruling class in tha Aztec Empirat · This made a drastic change
in status evan rno:ca difficult for them to accept.

They·were

deprived of access to political· power, and for the majority
of them.ariy hopa of participation in the·affairs of staie
vanished-

And. most important, their land was taken from

themjj
The Indians, who had formerly participated in a type
of l$nd ownership in which areas ware divided and granted to
each family or tribe, now found that they were simply labc;J.rers

on that land.

To·pr~vent

rebellion on the part of their

newly..-..aoquired swbj'ec:ts, the Spanish government adopted the
!'i!Ocemte.n,diJ system. forerunner of the nac,!r:utd! of later centu...
ries~

· Organized by the Spanish government to rewatd faithful

soldiers end conquerors, it allotted a stipulated amount of
land to ·an !£15U2Bl!mtlr,g (the Spanish soldier or conqueror) and

allowed him to use as
confines of that land•
transferred

t~

labo~ers

the Indiana living within the

The feudalism of Europa had been

the New World.

It ia evident what the consequences of such an

ment might be.

a~tange•

Although the Spanish government applied rules

to safeguard the Indiana, inf•actiona were the rule rather

>"=
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than the exception.
the

!ndian~s

In many cases no regard was given for

qualities as a human being.

He was orphaned.

-

"-"--·----------~--
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Paz expresses the hopelessness of the Mexican during the
three centuries of colonial rule:

upare ser noaotros mismos.

tuvimoa que romper con ese arden
sin salida, aun a r!e$QO de
": ..
·

quedarnos en la orfandad. u

(.k,i!P..n, 105 l•

For the Indians the Conquest and the colonial period
were a kind of psychic trauma, in which they found themselves
alienated not only from participation in the society of the
new arrivals, but also from the land that had been theirs,
The nineteenth century marked the break with colonial
rule.

It featured Independence.

The seventeenth and

aigh~

taanth centuries had se$n the rise of a naw group in Mexican
society, a mixture of the Spanish and Indian elements, known
as the mestizos.

The

off~spring

of a mixed union, they ware

not accepted socially by either the Spaniards or the Indians,
and as they increased in number a restlessness could be
detected within the colonial order which, ignored by the
Spaniards, finally grew to proportions beyond their control.

Paz, describing New Spain during the

mid~aighteenth

century.

tells of Spa!n 1 s attitudes
Los Borbonea transforma~on a Nueva EspaNa, raina v~sallo.
en simple tarritorio ultramarine. No bastaron a raanimar
a la sociedacl colonial 1a creaoi6n de las In~andeneias,
el impulse que ee otorgd a la inveatigaci6n cient!fica,
el desarrollo del humanismo, la conatruccidn de obras
monumentalea de aervicio pdblico ni, en fin, el buen
gobierno de varies Vir~eyes4 La Colonia, como la Metrd•
poli, era ya adlo forma. cuerpo deahabitado • • , • El
Imperio se sobreviva gracias a la parfeccidn y comple•

-
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j!cled de au estructura, a su grandeza .f!sica y a la
ineroia. Gracias tambiGn a las querellas que clividen a
sus rivalss. Y la reforma de Carlos Ill muestra hasta
qu' punta la mara acci~n pol!tica as insuficiente, si no
eatA precedida por una transformaci~n de la astructura
miama de la aociedad y po~ un examen de los supueatos que
la fundsn. (.bJJ!!.. • 106). •

The mestizos and those few c'iQI!o§ who sympathized
with them were·responaible for the initial Independence
but their

mo~ement.

effo~ts

were not successful because they

w~r~- ~ot -or~anl~e-d. 7- 1 t might be a temptation; when first
re~iewing

this period of history, to compare the mestizos

with the European middle classes and their emancipation in a
· series

or

European

"bourgeoi~"

revolutions.

socio~econamia

Since this change in the

order freed the feudal serf and

turned him into an owner or renter of agricultural property.
a similar occurrence in New Spain might be exp.ected.,

However,

there ia one very great and important difference.. The
Europesn middle claeaea.occupied a clear-cut position betwee!"'
the rich and the poor.

They had en organized• well-knit

system of common behavior and

understandi~g.

The mestizos,

instead of sharing a stake in society, ahaied no
all.

~~•ke

at

What they had in common was the ctlndition of being

socially alien~ted.a

7The 2i£iQJ:*S.Hi were natives of Mexico, but were of pure
Spanish blood. T ey were the only Mexicans who held polit•
ical offices or who could acquire land. They were the elite
of the Mexieene: byt fax- below

th~ p~n~n§!uJ.fttA,n•

or those of

pure Spanish blood who were born in Spain.
8 Eric Wolf' PPJl!l! g! the .ibaking ,E.sn::t.!J. ( Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1959}, PP• 241-242.
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Because of this situation, when Independence was
achieved it was ta the benefit of

th~

alit• ;r&ql'p Mexicans.

.The mestizos,. who had grown to :tap resent a .large percentage
·of·the population, actually had no more standing socially,
economically or politicelly·than the Indians •. What
dance did.for the masses was

n~g~igible~•it

Indepen~

only exchanged

one undesirable state of affairs for another, as Ootevio Paz
so

ably·. indicates 1

,

'• • • una vez consumada la lndependencia las claaea d!ti•
gentes se ~consolidan como las harederas del viejo orden
espanol. . Rornpen con Espana paro se muestran incapacas
de crear una sociedad moderna. No podia aer de otmo
modo, ya que loa grupos que encabezaron el movimiento de
Independencia no constitu!an nu$ves fuarzas aociales,
sino la prolongaci6n del sistema feudal. {.b.i!l•• 109 ... 110).
The years following Independence were stormy.

The

masses, their short dream shattered, continued existing as

they had under Spanish rulo.

In faot. their lot deteriorated.

The srigA±gs, at first exuberant with their newly acquired
p~wer.

soon found themselves the

~ictima

af political end

economic confusion.
Spain had never allowed h•r qo1anies to prepare for
eelf~.rule.

Empe~or

Iturbicle, .who pr.ot:::+aimed himself Agust!n. t,
1

of Mexico, .was an arrogant•

fancied that hn was ea great as

~ilitary figux~

Napoleon~

H~

who

spent so much

money on.pomp and ceremony that there was none left to pay
his armyl and they deserted himUnfortunately. Mexico was entering.an,era, termed

~y

Paz ae "la era de las pronunciamientos," in.which it wauld be

R-
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imperative for each

lead~r

to t]qva the arrny-qn his side .in

·~-·

o~de~

y•ar~

The dominant fiaufe for the fir•t

of th,

now~erp ~a~ Genera~

~------

dictador

da~cribes.

support~d

an~

de los ar,quetipos. deL

as many times.he let the people down.

.both Liberals and Conservatives in

betr•yad them

his~ory,

t~rn,

marked by periods of both hope and

The United

He

and he

His age was perhapa,tha moat dismal in

both~

Church •

sionment. on all sides r
ativae~

~'uno_

Twelve times Santa Anna directed

~atinoamaricano.«

eo~ntry 1

Mexican

him. as.-

Antonio L6pez de

wno had' a a:trange hold .on ,;the

AtUUl, a vai.£1, shre}'Jd lpal;l

people., Paz

the

in powar.

5 __ _

thirty
Santa

s~~y

to

--·------ ·---

Mil:l:~ary,

States~Mexiaan

War

Liberals •

ala~

disillu~

Com~srv...

oacurr•d during

this period, and afte;c its end in lB,4B, and at ,leas:t: p,artially
bacau~e

of ita

losae~

to the

and physical depression in

Unite~

~exiaa•

a

States. there waa
~etraat ~o

a.mor~l.

ths labyrinth,

where the f'r.uetration of futility (3gain festered.
In describing conditions which relate to the nation
during t.his period,, Paz

~gain

blames the leaders for attempt-

ing to legislate rather than change eQcial conditions:
Du~ante m6e da un cuarta de sigl6, en ~na lucha
oonfuaa que no excluye las alianzas transitorias, los
osmbios de banda y aun las traiaionee, los liherales
intentan consumer la rupture can la tradici6n colonial
• • • • Sin embargo, au cr!tica al arden_ de casas no se
dirige tanto a cambiar la realidad como la legialaci~n.
Cas! todoa pienstm• con 1,.m optimismo hsredaclo de la Enciclopedia, qua basta con decretar. nuevas leyes para qua la
realidad ae traneforme ,. , -~~~- • Tot;ios. asperan que una
Cons~itucl6n democr6tica, al limiter_ el pod•r temporal de
la lglasia y aca~ar con loa_ privilegigs de la aristocracie
terrataniante. producir~ casi autom~ticamenta una nueva
clase social: la burgues!a- Los liberalas no a61o

-- - -
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tienen que luchar cant~a ~oe canservadores, sino que
deben CQntar con los m!litares, que camblan de banda ~
segOn 'uscinte~asaa. Mient~as diaputa~ las facciones, el
pa!s sa deaintegra. (~. • 112),

'"'"'·---------
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Santa Anna was overthrown in 1855 by a stormy liberal
.

rebellion..

l

Labeled the Reform lllfJVament• it represented the

effort~'of.its main l~ader, Benito Ju4raz, t~ put an end to
the spacial privileges of the
and graatlandholderal!
universal

Their ideas werm in

philosophy•~that

and equal.

Conservativas~-church,

army,

aaao~denca

with a

all .men have the right to be free

Their leaders were civilian, and JuArez was an

Indian. 'rhay dam~nded new rul~rs, a new government• and •

new constitution..
~ilitary

Thelia wall! to be freedom of the press, the

was to be subordinated to civil authority, and the

Catholic Church was no longer to be the official State reli~
Education was to be free, and also to ba tak~n out of
. .
9
the hands of~tha Church.
Paz believes that the Reform
gion.

>

i

~

movement, in reality. gave meaning to Independence:
La Reforms consume la lndepandancia y le otorga au
verdadera aignificaci6n, puae plantae el axamen de las
bases mismas de la sociadad mexieana y da los supuastos
h!st6~icos y filos6ficos en que ~e apoyaba.
Ese examen
concl~ye en una triple nagaci~n:
la de la herencia espa•
Nola,.la del pasado ind!gena y.la del catolicisma~~que
concllieba a las doe primeras en una afirmaci6~ superior~-.
La Conatituai6n de 18~7 y l$s Leyae de la Rafo~ma son la
~xprasi6n jur!dlaa y pol!tica da sse examen y promueven
la destrucci6n de doa inatitueionea que repreaentaban la
continuided de nueatra triple he~encia: las asociaciones
religioaaa y la propiedad comunal ind!gena. (.b.fa!l. 9
113-114).
9

t:~enry Bamford Parkes, A H!!t.ot.v .e.!. ~htXR (third
edition» DostcnH Houghton Mifflin Company, 19To , PP• 237-246.
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Paz also believes that the Reform movement represents
the true break with colonialiam••that Independence was only s
- - - -

partial break;

~

Si la lndependencia corte loa lazos politicos que nos
un!an a EapaMa 1 la Reforma niega qua la naoi6n maxicane
en tanto qua proyecto hist6rico; contin~e la tradici6n
colonial. Ju~raz y su genaraci6n fundan un Estado cuyos
idaales son distintos a los que animaban a Nueva EspaMa o
· a las sociedadea precortesianas. El Estado mexicano
proclama una concepci6n universal y abstracts del hombre:

ln
- -------
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Y

mestizos, como con gran amor por los maticaa y respeto
por la naturaleaa heter6olita del mundo colonial aspecifieaban las Leyes de lndiaa, sino par hombres; a secas.
Y a solas.. (Lab., 79).

As a result of this rupture the Mexican than entered a
state of orphanhood; the inevitable state or condition
imposed upon Benito Ju,rez and his generation for founding a
state

w~ose

idaals were distinct from those of the past.

It

is at this time, than, that Mexico truly leaves the womb and
begins her journey as a nation through the labyrinth of
solitude:
La Raforma sa la gran Ruptura con la Madra. Eats
separaci6n era un acto fatal y nacasario. porqua toda
vida vardaderamsnte ·aut6noma se inicia como rupture con
la familia y el pasado. Pero nos duale todav!a eaa sapa•
raci6n. Adn rasp!ramoa por la her!da. De ah! que el
sentimiento de orfandad sea el fonda conatante de nueatras tentat!vas pal!ticaa y de nueatroa oonflictas !nti~
mos. Mfwico estl tan solo como cada uno de sua hijos.
(.bJW, •• 79).
It would appear that

Ju~rez

and the liberal reformers

held the key to final recognition for the Mexican peasant.
True to the liberal emphasis on the virtue of individual
ownership of land, there waa an edict, kno1rm as th$

w

-
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Lerdo, which required the Church and all her orders to sell
all of her lands nat devoted to religious purposes, and to
sell them on easy terms. 10 Since the Church owned about half
of the land in uae, it appeared that 1 finally, more land
would become available to the

~mall.farme~.

The

refo~m~~St

however. failed to take into consideration the most important
;

aspect of this situation.
--

-

-

--

--

The peasant had no money with

-

which to buy.the land.

His eash wage was a mere twenty-five

centavos s day, and due to the tumult of the paat.years since
Independence• prices had risen exhorbitantly.

Therefore• the

land was bought by men who already had large holdings, or by
others who wanted to establish themselves as pagendado~.ll
They had had the money, but until now the land had not been
available. (Thua, the peasants, helpless under such a situa•
tion. were merely transferred from their clerical overseers
to secular ones .•

The Constitution which was drawn up under the liberal
x-aformers was a giant step forward in the gaining of naw
freedoms for the Mexican

pepple~

Its weakness

stressed political rather then economic

r~form.

wa~

that it

The

short~

comings of the land teform measure have already been
discussed.

By stressing the basic freedoms, the document

10 Tha Leu b§rsjq, was named after the man who was
responsible for drafting it, Miguel Lerdo de Tejeda.
11 Herring,
.
.Ja.n.• .9.ilt.;ii,
.··
pp, 3 27"" 32
· B.

""
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tended to g:r:ent ttaw rights to the f·1exictarl people• but it

;....;;;---------~--

failed to take into account the ;rzaalities of the situation•...
people cannot tteat" lofty

Qion and the

p~eas.

l~tu~cls

about f"readorn of apaech:;

:r:ali~

.

The Mexican nation needed not a philo$•

oph,y, but a reml\\lcly fo;c the dismal eaonom.tc,aituation in whioh
tha majo2ity of har puapla found themae1vea•
l.a Rafot'tYUil as., ~.1ntt~
mu -l;t~~"·.,.....-~~n'r~tirlh?!tl),.

-- - · -

todo.,

una negaci.~n y an $:lla raaide

Pra\'<A
ln Nffa
.,.,P·..t .... m,.,. ... oE"'"
"'""""'"'
.... .t.ltn-··--'~•""
-.: --"W"
~"""·
~J""'~
~· '"""'·'U'""'IM'~
\.ool.~fi;f
•:t\.;:t"t,JQW~"'-'fi-.7*'4W~

pl!'inoipios dal libru:$lismo eu~opeo..,.... aran ideas de una
herrllosulNa praoiaa·1 eettAril ~b a la postre, vee! a • .'• ·~ ....
Para qua el esquema libaral·ee canvi»tiel~ an vardmd an
un p~a~ttldto nae!onal, necesitaba lbgrar le aclhesibn de
todD al pals a lea nuevaa formaa polttioas • • • • La
lib ext ad y la igualdad e:z:can, y eon • ca:.tnc:::eptoa vae!oa ~

ideas sin m4s contenido hiatdx-iao aanc1:ato que el qua le
praatan las relaclonas aocialas • • ~ • Y ya sa aaba an

qua ae cu'Jnvi:t:tit! euu~ igualdad abatx-acta ':I cu$1 fua al
significado x.•atal da etsa libe:ctad vae!a. Por ott'a parte~
al fun dar a fl-1l!x!ca ·aob~e una noo!On general dtal Hombre y
no aob:ce la aitt.Haoi~n real de loa habitantea de nuestro
territor.io; ne sacrificaba la realidad a las palabrae y

o.u r;ntregaba a loa hombt-es da carne a ::t.a voraoidad da loa

m~m

fue:etoa..

(.bJl.t!.•; 115•116) •

The "stiGng"

refer~ed

to in the above quotation waa

represented by General Po:t:f'irio D!a:2:, an ambitious mili;taarist

and former Jti4raz auppo•ter 1 who had be1n gathering men,

money and powe:t for

suva~al

yeat-s.

Aa Paz euys, ttt:l. podar

serA de quian ee atreva a aleu:gar la manuil

ae atrevett

·(~.,

Y P.orf.irio

O.ta~

116).

were invited t.o invest, and with ·their capital, over 25t000

kilomete;ca of railroads were builtll mina$'al productirm
ts-eblacl• atreatoars wel:'e r.lut into serviee 1 aleet:d.city

expanded, textile manufacturing became

a majox: factor, and

a___ -~-~--~---~~=--
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patrol.aum production skyrot';keted.

· first

was solvent.

t!JMlt

~1e>d.oo.

for probably the

The Nationk.ll llank of Nexico

=------~-------

WllS
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g __ _

r~1axit:o

founded;
were

m~t

had it$· fix-at balanced budgeia obligations

on a currant baaitH expQrts. wa:ce in excess of

import£hla,

Although eaonomy had expanded, the majority of the
people \'lere wo:csa. off than during colonial rula:
A pestu: de lo que carndnments ae pisnaa; la dictadu~a
de Poli'firio D!az t'lS el' x-eg)."aSJ~o del psaadth • • " • , En, sus
haoiemdaa los enmpesinoa viven unm vidm de siervoa; no
muy tt!stinta a la. del pe:r!Qd~ colonial • • • * MuchcH3 •
sin exoluir a loa antiguo~ libe11alea. pietHHUl· de buema fs
qua el r&g:tmen de Dtaz p:repa~a el tx:lirud.to ani:rt\t ol

pasado feudal

y

la soc:tedad tnt1rlaxona.

£n

r~alidad 1

al

porfirismo es el tn:Aredaro del. f~udal!srno colonial • la
propiedad d• l•'tie~~a sa aonoent:a an unaa cuantas menoa
y la claaa tarrataniante se fcu::tal(atl~~~, Enroaacarado•
atavJ,ado con los :t'opajes del proga:-eso• la cieneia y la

legalidad republioana, al paaado vualva, pero ya daap:t'o•
visto, de f'eoundidad.
Whila.Dta~

foraigne~s

had bl:'ought prosperity to a few, mostly

and the exttamaly wealthy; he had brought poverty

and misery to the

than

was worE'Ja

(.b.Wl•, 117•118).

masses~

ever.

The statue of the lowe:t'

clas~ea

They \'!Jars treated af.l unde,v... paid laborelt's

and nothing more, and the¥

Wf!)~a

even paid their small stipends

in nu::may \'lfhioh could be used only .t.n ths .b.i.Sit.!DS& stores-.

lndust:.rnt!itl laboret's were slightly better off • but t.hey had no

.

'

organization,

baceu~e

any efforts for unions

or

tQ st»ike ware mare!leaaly supp.t'&$ssd by D!azw 13
r

1

•

·

1

:oo wa'·

t ·

, \l

mu~

for the :right
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Tho D!az regime adopted the positivist philosophy as
the affieiel state philosophy.
th~ological

This philosophy rejected both

and rn&taphyaical explanations to problema• and

insisted that studente· ccmoe,tn therneelvea with only phenomena
that.hed an abjaotiva, "paaiti~e." axistenoe. 14 Tha ihaqual•

itias in the social stzucture ware aMplained by the «scien•
t.ifio method. n

Paz explain$· the effect· of this on Mexican

La simulec!~n porfirieta a1'Cl pet'ticularmanta grave.
puee al abra.U.1:t el. poaitivismo ae epl:'opiaba de un sistema
que himt~~itamente no lt.:; corrasp,md.ta. L.a claf:;ls lati fun•
dista nd conatitu!a el eqUivalente mexicano.de la
burguea!a •u•opsa. ni su tar•a t~n!a.,ela~i6n alguns con
la de su modelo. L•s ideaa de Spano•» y Stuart Mill
reclamaban riomo olima hist~rico el deea~rollo de la gran
indust~ia, la democ~acia burguasa y al libre ejercicio de
la actividad intelectuel. Baaada en la gran p~opiedad
agz!cole, al taciquismo y la auaancia,de libextadea demo~
er&ticas, la rlictadura da Dfaz no padle haeer suyas aaa~
idaaa sin negarsa a a! miama a ain deafigurarlaa- ~1
poaitivirsmo se oonvil$rte s.s! en una aupeu:pos.ieHJn hiatt'$...
~iaa baatante m's peligrosa que todas las anteriorea,
parque eatdba fundada e~ un squ!voco. Ent•a los tsrrate•
nientes y sus ideas pol!tioaa y filoe6fiaea se levantaba
un .inviaibl$ mu~o de mala fe. El_deearreigo del porft...
l.'ismo prooede de eete equ!voeth

(~,

• 119) •

To P$z, this period was the very low point for the
f-1exican ...... wox-ae even than the Conquest, life under Spanish

rule, ol:' the dreaa:-y ocotu:ranc:una in the seventy years af'ter
IndependentHh

Not only did tha Diaz regime offer an empty

philosophy which had nothing to do with the

r~alitias

of the

Mexican natiun. but it opened the economy to foreign control,

=-·--------·--
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La imagen que nos of.'t'acs t4lhdc:o al finalizai' el siglo
XIX ea la de la d!s.eo~d!a, Una discordia m's p~ofunda
que la que~ella pol!tica o la guerra civil, puea conaia•
t.ta an l$ rn.tpa~poaici6n de formas juttdicea y cul turalaa
que no solameu1te no expresaban a nueet~a x-aalidad, sino
que la aafixiaban a inmovili;:eban. Al amparo ~e eata
discordia medraba una caste que sa moatraba incapaz de
tranaforrna.rsa en class; en el aent!do eatricto de la
palabra. Viv!amoa una vida anvenenada por la rnantira y
la aaterilidad,.. Cortados los la~oa con al paaado, impo...
aible al dillogo con los t;:stadoe Unidos• ... que s6lo hablaban .
eon nosot~oa el lenguaje de la fue~za o el de los nsgo~
cios·-~ indtil la relaci6n con los pueblOQ de langua
8$paMa1at--Bn~ez~adas en fo1mee mue•ta$• est4bamcs zadu·
oidos a una 1rn!taei6n unilateral de Franeia""-que siernpra
nos igno•6•-• &Qu' nos quadaba? Asfixia y soledad.
(Lab.,. 120•121).
, ·
By 1910 Mexico had completed a cy6le.

P:--------- _:.;:__ _____ --

She had survived

three centuries cf exploitation under Colonial rule; she had
sean her hopes dashed by selfish dictators after achieving
Independence; she had struggled toward a universal communion
yoder the lihtu::al!sm of the Reform movemtmt; she had suffered
under a positivist philosoph¥ which did not take :f.nto account
the reality of her situatlonw

From the Conquest to the

beginning of the nineteenth century, hiatory had
kind to the Mexican.

~.tn

bean

He thus rejected all consolation and

shut himself up in his private
which was really

~ot

world-~a

aolitary activity

attempt at communion.

That attempt was

made in the next stage of Nexican hiatory 1 and·ee:ctainly the
most important c:me for that nation;.. ... The Revolution.
With the many obvious reasons for revolutibn, eush as
social inequitiee 1 land control, labor differences and
complete dictatorial control,·it ia necessary to emphasize
that tha immediats causes for the flavolution were political

~
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in nature.

Quite simply, .it began as a demand for truth and

·=-----~------

honesty itt .govel!'nmant.. , Paz cites the reasons for thisJ
=------------------

La qtievella de la* gans»acionas aa al!a as! a. la discordia
social. El gobierna de Dfsz na era nada mAs un gobierno
de privilegiados, ld.no de viejos que no sa .t-asignab.an a
cedar el pode.r., La inoonforroidad da loa jtSvemaa se expre...
saba por un anaia.de ve:r: alguna vez realizadoa los p:r:incip:ioa del libm:aliamo., L.os primeX"oa ideales. revolueiona•
~ios aan predominantamente politicos.
Sa pensaba qOe el
eje~cicio de los de:r:echos democr,ticoa harte posible un
cambio de mi!todtHJ y

pa~st:lnas,.

{~.,

124),.
'

D!a~

lost

th~

support

'

of the United Stetee when he decided to limit tha seQnom.i'c
influence of that

eount~y

in

fav~r

of

iu~opean

riapitalism.

Peasant upzisings and political unrest in the cities caused

D!az to lose confidence in the popular support
Howev~r.

fo~

his regime.

Paz·feals• that one of the moat importartt develop-

ments was the complete examination of tha positiviat philosophy undertakeri by Antonia Caao and Josa Vasconcelos•wleaders

of a new intellectual group known es the .&t!!.QIQ at

(Athenaeum of the Young):

U.

:J.yv~nty,cl

"La cr!tiea del pasitiviamo fue

deaisiva en la histozia intalectual mexicana y es uno de los
antecedentes impreacindiblas de le

Pea adds.

h6weve~•

fhavoluei6ntt

(~.,

126).

that thla antecedent was negative in the

sense that it did nQt offer a set platform for

refo~mt

Su posici6n intelectual apenae si ten!~ ralaci6n con las
aspiraaiona$ papularea y can loa quahaoerel de la hare
~ , • •
Desnuda de doctriftas p~eviae, ·ajenae o.propiaa,
la Amvoluci6n stru:4 una exr>loait1n de la .ttealidacl y una
b~squeda a tientaa de la dootrina univera•l que la jueti•
fique y la lnserte en la Hiatorla de Am~rica y en la del
mundo. (~. , 127) •

-·
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\'Vhila at the time· the lack of a program would appear
to doom.the Revolution before it had an opportunity to get

= -----------·----
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underway, Paz• looking bmck• balievaa that this very lack was
an advantage• aven though it caueed conflict and confusion$
late:cl

y•

Lantementa• an plena lucha o
an el poder• el movi~
miento sa encuent~e y define~ Y eata auaeric!a de
programs previa le otorga originalidad y autenticidad

- populalHi;S~c- De ah! prov!enan eu grandeza y sua

dades.o

(bnh•, 123) ~

·

As the Revolution p»ogres••d•

debili~

·
va~ious

leaders emerged•

carrying on aampeigna·in different parts of Mexico'

According

to Paz, the only one of them who Gaemed to grasp the reasons
trem~ndaus

f6r the

involvement of the

masa~s

was Emiliano

Zapata; an Indian; ·and an sapeci!lllly affective leader from
No.reloss

Casi todos loa programa$ y manifieetos de los grupoa
revolueionar!os eontiBnan alusionas a la cuestil1n egraria,
Pero solaments la Revoluoi6n del Sur y su jaf'e 1 EMilism:~
Zapata, plantaan con cla•idad• decisi6n y aimpl!cidad al
problema • a * ~ En sum•• el programs de Zapata eonaist!a
en la liquidaci6n del feudalismo y en la instituci6n de
una lagis1aci6n que ee ajustara a la »lalldad mexicana.
(~ •.•

Pa~

128)"

also envisions

th~ ~iPMl!et~

of the baala motivation behind the

movement as axemplety

Revolution~~a

motivation

that was ·not recognized at that time, but one that is
peculiar to all true revalutiona••that of attempting to
reaaptu•e a social order of aama »6mote past.

The Revolution

is the point at which the M•xican

to have

"

p~o~la ba~an

~n

.
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awareneH$~.

of their past, . and with this awareness they even""

tually dlscovard the necessity of using it to $olve their
prnblems;

Par la Ravolucldn el pueblo maxicano ae adentra an a!
mismo 1 an su paaado y en au suatanaia, par~ extraer de au
intimidad 1 de·su ent~aNa, au f!liaci6n • • • •

__ _

___ _

_ __

La Ravalucidn ea una sObita inmoraidn de,MGxica an su
propio ear. De au fonda y entrmAa axt»as, casi a ciegas,
los fundamantos del nuevo Eetada~ Vtieltu a la tradiai6n,
""""-·'~",...'·'rl"!>,...;

.(,.., _.-!.,.
1 I'\ c._ ...,_
"t .....
.,.,.tH:t
rnn· n'l_.......,
_ _ ...,..
- - .•

WV"""W't!'oi'J"""'-~fMI'~""''!I•

...,_'!!"'~

f'lt>H'lll;lrlf"'.
,. ... ,.. .. _""11'_"":""p

't'n+.nr.i r......-..,...
nnro __
1"'
.,.

....,..,... "!'"".--

Reforr!l~;:t y la, J}ictadt)rEh la nevolueit5n ea una bt1aquada de
nosotros mismos y un regraeo a la madre. (bab,., .133 ... 134).

ll,y speaking of this return to the maternal womb,

Pa~

ia implying that the Mexican is now ready, after three
centuries of baing violated by an

opp~eaaor

and one oentury
..

of searching for identity as a nation, to explore hie Indian

past objectively,

To do this he must be ready to experience

a solitude that is painful to
feels that this could have

th~

be;~en

point of desperation.

He

acoomplished if the'intellee....

tual leaders of the period had given strong laade»ahip to
~apata.

Zapata was a simple man who loved the earth, and had

a profound knowledge of Mexico•e hietoryli

However, he was

isolated both raoially and regionally from the intslleatuals,
who were at:t'uggl,ing to formulate a naw philosophy far the
. Mexican nation,

With the know•how of the intellectuals and

the insight af Zapata, tha Mexiaan
oould have trav•led through the

nation~

p~riod

aacolding to Paz.

of solitude much less

painfully, and the peaaant would have darived benefits at the

50
Cont+'t.:1ata eata voluntad de integ~aoi~n y,,reg4'efw a las

fuentes, con la actitud d~ los intelectueles de la 4poee
qua no solamenta ee .moatra~an inc•pacas da,adivine» el
sentido del movimiento revoluoionario, sino que aegt,tfan
eapeculando eon ideas q~a no tenlan mla funcidn qua l~ de
mlsc:uar~s.
(LJfl.., 130),.
The result of this lack of understanding

~aaultad

in

what Paz terms as a rtcampzomise,«' the Constitution of 1917.
'

This dacumont •. instemd of offering

'

t~ua.
i

't

chango far-the-masaas,-waa only a

immediate social

J

~ev!sion.of ~he

libezel

Constitution of ia57, . it wa• an idealistio. anticipato~y
conatitutiant legislating ite*• which could ,not evan begin to
'··

be enforced under th~ ex!stin~J conditions d.n the country.

It

promised vast reforms to the labo:t>er who, not be.:i.ng organized;
had no one to make

su~e

they were earried,out; it promiaed a

'

free ley education to all, and education waa compulsory. but
there

wa~a

no schools or teachers, except in the larger townSJ

it promised a ayatem of aam•unal land

society
that already found itself in the first atsgaa of capitaliam. 11
.

awnership•~ta·a

.

Pat•a description of the Constitution of 1917 follows:
• • , sa hizo patents 1• insuficiencia ideoldgice da la
Revoli.H'litS:n. El ·tesultado fue un comptomiao: la Ccmati":"
tueUin de 1917.. Ex-a impoaibla volvmr. al mt..mdo pteoorte-.
aiano J impoaible as!tnisnlot l.'EHJresaJ:< a la tradi¢il5n .·
colonial. L1 Revolucitn no \uvo m'a remed!a que haca•
suyo ul 'progx-arna da.los liberales, aunque con c:iea?taa
modif'icaoiones •. La adopei6n del eequema liberal no fue
sino oonsecuencia da la falta de idea~ de loa ~avolucio~
na:d.tH!I-. taa que la "intaliganc:ta•' mexioana of'xe~!a erarL
ineervibles. La realidad las hi!o astillaa ante$
s:tquiera de qua la histf:lt>ia las pusiesm (!3 prueba.
(~. ~ 131}.
t'

)l

I !It . • . 1"
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Venustiano

Ca~ranza;

one of the

$X~revolutionary

~-

=~--·------~-

leaders who was President of Mexico when the Constitution was
adopteJd,. did not fiHIEiJn bother to enfotoe

land and relief were not rnst.

it.

The promises of

In fact, he employed martial

lew to quell labor disputes, and distributed hardly any land.

Zapata's group.and'seveX'al others continued to reaist him,
and Zapata was aesa$sineted.

Through bribery and tha diapens•

ing of favors to personal friends, Carr•nza did become

powerful, and he grew mora wealthy, but he realized that he
had little sinciere loyalty from thoae

thet his time was

eu~rounding

bim,

Aware

he attempted to flee Mexico City with
the fJJe:xican trea$ury and w$a mux-dered on May 21, 1920. 16
UPt

This way of eliminating officials waa not

ravolut.iona~y~ ... i

was a »etu:cn to the negative aspecta of the

t

pa$t~

The first decad$ of the Revolution wast according to

Paz, an exernple of why it would bfi! necessary for tho Mexican
to explore the

laby~inth

of

solit~de

if he were to change the

abuses of the paet four oanturiesa
'

'

La· permanenc:d.a del programa liberal, con~ !iU diviai6n
cltisica de podarsa...•inexiatemtes en Mlxico~.-.. • su federa•
lismo ted~ico.y su ceguera •nte nueatra realidad~ abrid
nuevamenta la puerta a la mentira S/ lti inautenticidad,
No $$ ext~:af'io• po:;: lo tEJnto;: que buena parte de nuaet:ras
ideas pol!t1a$S aigan aiendo pal,bcaa destinaclaa ~
ooultar y opr!mi.r nu~et.x'o ve):dadero aer. Po~ otra parte,
la influencia del impel'ielismo frustl:'6 en parte la posi....
biliqaq de desarrollQ de una bu:r:gues!a native, que $!.
hubi~ra hecho viable el esquema :Ut:aural •. (Lab. 1 .131-132) •
.'

i
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Thr:t Mexir.am has

thu~

paasacl ths fi:r:.st .atage in his

...,.

·•

___________ _

aearoh for ael:f'...identity•.othe ::aalization that. the Jmut<ney
~-:.=

through .the labyrinth of solitude is mo\lile difficult than he
$Vel:

could have imag!nedit

has passed the

c~itiaal

As he cont.inues, the Revolution

wac years and is about to embark on a

more positive trail, but the Mexican .dQea

~ot

know

this~

To

many Mexicans the Revolution• in the year 1920 1 is already a.
failure.

Howe\fr;+"• as the years ptaes, it will became mora and

more appa»ant to a greater number of p$op1a that revolution
haJh and atilJ. is. sffflctif'lg them favorably.

today •. those whom it,,still. ha$ not touched.

continually p:rogt'eas.ing.
aach stage of

There tu::·ef evan
It ia, however,

At·all times the$e will be some in

prow~esaion.......,until,

hopefully, the moment when

the entire nation· has semplecl ,its f¥-uitth

--

____ _:_;:o_.-

----------------

CHAPTER FOUR
~-0

----

--------

Q-----::_-_:::·=------

THE MEXJCAN•s JOURNEY THROUGH THE LABYRINTH
In his

sea~c:h

for

salf,..;tdentit~.

variety of concrete sttuationst has

the Mexican, in a

at~uggled

to

reali~e

authenticity,
despite slmost;inaurmountable odds.
.
'

this Mexican

~nd

'

hie

Paz takes

'

•xplor,a

hi~

very

soul~~his

thoughts on life,

love, death.
In his struggle with destiny, the Mexican has developed
a dichotomy in his peycha....... an interior and;an exterior reaction to his environment.

Paz deacribes the face that the

Mexican displays opanlyt and then tells what he is
thinking.

~!~*l~

He illustrates by taking some of the moat

customs. and tells why they ere ao

impo~tant

~amous

to the Mexican.
,--

Tha.key to the entire puzzle is in ana

~

---- ---

word·-m~scarael

• • ~ el mexicano se m$ apatece como un ear que se
anaierta y se preserve& m4scat'a el roatro y m~saara la
sonriaa~
Plantado en su eriece soledad, espinoso y
cort4s a un.tiempo, todo le siltve ptitra defenderse: el
silencio y la palabrs* la oortes!a y al despreaio, la
ir6nia y la resignaci~n • • • • Su l~nguaja eatA llano
de retlcincias, de figures y elueionas, de puntas suspensivos; en au silenclo hay repligues, matiaes, hubarrones•
arco!rie s~bitos, amenaaas indescifrables • • t , En
suma, entre la realidad y su par•ona establece una
muralla, no par invieibla manoa infranquedblat de impasi•
bilidad y lejan!a. El maxicano eiemp•e estA lejos. lejoe
del mundo y de los clem&a.l

1ootavio Pax, ll ~W22"tnta S!!, h £!O~ed,a,d, ( sagunda
edici6n rav!sade y aumentadar M4xicoa rondo de Cultura
Econ6mic:a• 1959); P• 26. Hereinafter cited as Lab.,

-
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The real Mexlc•n exists

apa~t

from what ha does ae a

-·
=~----------·

social being, just as the real Mexico exists beneath
By hiding behind his meaL

formal institut;ttmth

it~

and .protecting

himself from the :c~at, he 'i'a··fiibl~ to travel mora easily
,through the labyrinth of sol.itude....... to conduct his angul,shed

search for hia Heuthmntic being," An examination of the
various ways in whiJh the Mex£can conducts himself during
this journey through the labyrinth will, hopefully, shed

light on his .oha:r.H:It:ter.
T,he basic and underlying condit.ion that is ever .... prest::mt

in the

Mexiaan~s

mind is that he is not, under any circum....

stances• to reveal his true.self.

All words and gestura• ara

tQ be masks. so that during this period he will be an inac•
;

oeasible baingi
be a

desoend~nt

He is aware that the

wo~ld

of the Aztaa or the Spaniard

thia frustrates him•

canmidara him to
6~

both. and

His beginn5.nga. alt'a in his own self.

Be

is No One, struggling to become Somebody;
El.: mexicamLno quiare aer ni indio, n:t tJapaMol. Tampoco
quiere descendsr de ellos+· Loa niega.. Y no sa efirma en
tanto que meat!~o• sino como abstraccidn: e$ un hombre •
. Se vuelvs hijo de la nad~Jh 1!1 empie~a en sf mismo •
( l.ab q 78•79) • 2

a ;ecent book by Paul Ilie, a striking coin~idence
and parallel between the·ideas of Octavia Paz and those of
Miguel de Unamuno is drawn~ Unamuno believes that solitude
is above all a method, and not an end in itaelf. In his
psychology the purpose of the withdrawal into s~litude is to
restore one's anergy for commitm~nt to the outside world of
society. Another coincidence is that Unamuno likewise uses
the metaphor of "masks." For Unamuno, the "mask" is the
human baingta genuine personality, the ide~ he forges of
2 tn

g~~---=~
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Tha world of

Mr~

No;One is dominated by violence and
"""'-~·---------

deception. and, above all, solitude.

Paz ia trying to areete
~---

the impression that the Mexican exists in reality completely
alienated, a situation in which there is the risk, at

g=-=--=-=-----'-'0

ev~ry

moment, of\ losing everything:
Ea inOtil que Ninguno hable 1 publique libros, pinta
cuadros, se ponga de cabeza. Ninguno es la ausencia de
n~aatras m!zadae* la paua~ d~ nuestra convereaai6n, la
_reticeneia_de_nuestro ailenc.io .. Es el hombre oua olvi...
d~mos;siempre,~lpo:r: una e)(t~aNafatali.dad• el at$rno
aueente, el invitado que no invitamcu~, el hueco que no
llenamos. Es una om~si6n. Y sin e~bargo, Ninguno estg
presents aiampre. Es nuest~o secreta, nuestro crimen y
.nuestro remordimianto, Por eaa.el Ninguneador tambifn ee
ningunaa; ~1 es le omiaian de Alguien. Y si tados somas
Ninguno 1 no exiete n.:i.nguno de noaotroa,. (,bab.. • 40•41). ·
A situation sueh·as this can only be remedied by the
Mexica~•

a cart:rf'ul journey throurah the labyrinth ....... andeavoring

at all times to realize himself as a "totality,"

is not one who

effi~ms

himself to

negation~

participates in a silent existence.

Mr. Nobody

he is one who

He always has hope that

complete ;ntegl'e.tioo is only a matte; of time,.

To the

st~angar th~

Mexican's hermeticism is often

offensiv•• and he regards him aa an inso•utable being.

How-

ever. to ,thf!.Mex!ean., it ia th~ most important thing~ .... his
very llf• as an individual depends upon

it~

To him the most

himsalf in eolitude. Ther$ may also be in Unamuna's paychol•
ogy a fa,lee mask which is determined by social prseU3ure, by
tho image~others have of the human being. This last is
identioal.to Pat:•a analysis. Paul ll!e, Y,nf;!myno,, A!l s?Sis.t,ao. iW.·
..· ..~.at S!J.,.,t n . .§.g,g~.11n~ (Madison: The University ~f
Wiacqnsin .Press, 1Sf67), PP• ,46 .. 49; 66. ·
,1l!J:Ui.·

~--

_:_
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vital condition is not to permit an invasion of hie private
=------·---

world.

To "open oneself" is a aign.of weakness, a "treason":
---

El lenguaje popular reflaja hasta qu' punta no$ defen~
demos del exterior: el ideal de la "hombr!a" conaiste en
no "rajarse" nunca. Los qua se "abren" son cobardas.
Para noaotros, contrariamente a lo qua ocurr$ con otros
pueblos, abrirae ea una debilidad o una traici6n. El
mexioano puede doblarsa, humillarse, "agacharsa"• para no
"rajarse", esto ea, permitir que el mundo exterior
penatra en su intimidad. (~aa •• 26).
_____ flez_ traces the development of this attitude back to
the Spanish Conquest.

~Operied"

for the first time by the

Conquest. the Mexicanta proud Aztec snceators became slaves
to the Spaniards.

For this

~e•son

he elects to »close" him·

self so that he can again "be.n
This insistence on closing himself from the world and
its people is manifested in several ways. One of these is
his love of Form. 3 Examples would be the Mexican's fondness
for ceremony. formulas and order.

Paa sees the Mexican•a

devotion to Form as definite proof that he refuses to emerge
from himself:
Las complicaciones rit4alea de la cartes!a• la pereiatencia del humaniamo clleico, el gusto par las formes
csrradaa an la poeeta (el soneto y la d~cima; por ejamplo).
nues~ro amor por la geometr!a en las artes decorativas,
par el dibujo y la composici~n en la pintura 1 la pobreza
de nuestro Romanticiemo frenta a la excelencia de nuestro
arte barocco 1 el formallsmo de nuestras institucionee
pol!ticas Y• en fin• la paligrosa inclinaci6n que mostra•
mos por las f5rmulas*•eocialas• moralas y burocr~ticas--,
son otrae tantas expreE!ionea de esta tendencia de nuestro
oarAotar. El mexicano no sdlo no sa abreJ tampooo se
derrama. (ltJb•• , 29).
3aeoause of their importance to the Mexican, Paz capi•
talizes "Form•, and later. "Fiesta."

,_

___

-----
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mo~e

Anoth•rt
fviex;iean nuiJl~.

conc~ption

of the

-

=····----------·-

He is th$ living ptcof of the h6~metic!am
Th~ most :.tmru\l%'iilnt tld. n<J to the f~exican

m1Jntioned abovf.ll.

muba

cbviaua t•ait. !a tha

(the mal~) is to gua~d both hint$til·f and what has bewn

confided to him~o

tf hiJ dares tf.'J open himself' up,; he bt9trays

not tmly himself., but the enti:re
exp:c~ss

mal~

population,.

It ia his

dut,y dusing the quest fo.t totality to guat-d tha aoli...

tude in tha nama of hie p$ople•

El harmtit.lsmc es un recurso de nuestro ;recelo y clest1on...
f1anza.
g~oso

Mutlh'stra que imrU.nt~vanu~nte conmidal,i"tSmof.i peli....

sl mad.:i.o qu$ nos :J:oclea'. • • " Toda abartulia de
nuestro sa~ Bntx.'efla. una dimisi4n cle nuaatX"a homb.tfth.
Nueatx:a.a x:alacitmes con los .otroe hurnbr$S tembitln

estt!n

raae::lo.

teftid~s cl~

Qonffti a un amigo o
"ab~a» 1 abdica.
Y
siga $ eu entregth

~

C1llda

V$Z

qua el maxicano ae
ve~

un C¢H'lOtd.do, cad111

qua se

teme que el despz•cia del confidante
t,(;)l' $SO la ocmfidanoia dmE~~nonra y $$
tan pel.ztgrotH1 peza el qu~ la hace como pax:a el que la
(~.

eacucha ,. • ,.,

• 27) •

·

One of the #eaaqns for th!a
~~exican b~.lievas -tt·u~t

open himst!llf

Ufh

pDS$a$sed of

•~xual

i'S

ulU.met~ly

~t.titude

is that the

only the nn"la can b$ tl'ustt&d not to

A man

suU0$0cls b~cause

potency.

he :ls truly male,

The capaaity to axercisa

uaxual in character.

pawe~

The wtnnan could neve:c
~ ---- ~

poaae£ls this pow~:r beQaU&$; in eubmitting to 'thE!! mele 1 she

opan$ hert!3cl f.

She ie inf'e:t":tor to man by the ve;r;y natt.t:ce of'

her anatomy:
N! le mocl•at!$ propla 1 ni la vigllancis aocial 1 hacen
invulnerable a le mujar. ir.mto pf.<'):t la fl£ltalidad da su
l\lnetomia '~al:d$l."'b.liln • .. • tlst~ axpueatt! tl toda clase de
pa,+igros, t<:amtra los • que ruada puadan la: moral person all ni
la · proteocd.tSn mtnu.:ulina4> El mal X'tltH.ca ~1n ollo mirsmal
por naturale%~ ea un ser Httejadott., tlbi®rto. (~ .. , 34}.

50
Man, then t aecardirrg to the same proposition, is superior to
woman because he is anatomically complete.

~

--

-

----

--·

~~-~-···-----'----=---

Tha

vulne~ab!l!ty

and "openness"

of.~om~n

is, curiously

enough, explained in detail by an ingenious mpplication of a
word·tbat is prevalent in many aspects

o~

Mexican life,

It is not the purpose of this inVestigation to

ch&ngat•

enumerate all of the different meanings of the dax-ivatives
cited by Paz, nor to explore all af their different
tiona.

lmplica~

What all of the derivatives have in common has been

noted by Paz himaelfa
Pero la pluralidad de aignificacianea no impida que la
idea de agrasi6n• ... en todoa sua gradoa, deeds el simple de
incomodar 1 picar, zaher.ir, haste al de violar 1 . daagarrar
y matar~-sa presents aiempre como significado ~ltimo. El
verbo denote vialenola, aalir de s! mismo y penetrar por
la fuerza en ot.to. ( bzgb., 69) •
The

~1axican•

a

pref~rence

for this particular term is

interpreted by Paz as the same prefetence for "the formal»
and

11

the closed" that predominates all order of Mexican life

during the journey through the labyrinth of solitude:
Cada letra y cada s!laba est~n enimadas de tina vida doble,
al mismo tiempa luminasa y oscure• que nos revela y
oculta. Palabraa que no diaen nada y dicen ·todo ~ • • •
~iii----

Esa palabra as nueu<Jtro santo y sefia• Por ella y en ella
nos reoonocemos entre extraf'ios y a ella acudirnoa eeda vez
que aflora a nueatroa labioa la eonclici6n de nuestro ear.
Conocerla, usarla, arroj6ndola al aire coma un juguete
vistoeo o hac!~ndola vibrar como un a~ma afilada• ea una
manera de afirmar nuemtra mexicanidacl.. (.bJ:.W..,, 67} •
In his analy$is of the ward. Paz denotes that it is a
masculine verb, meaning to do violence to another.

Therefore,

59
the person exerting the action is significant of the "cloaed;n

=-=--------·--·---

and the receiver is "openut
~----

Lo chingado es lo peeivo 1 lo inerte 9 abierto, par
oposicic5n a lo que ohl.nga, que ea activo, agresiva y
cerrado. El ching6n Is el macho. al·qua abre. La
chingeda, la hembra, la pesividad pure, inarme ante a!
exterior. La relacidn entre ambos e• violanta. d~tarmi•
nada par el poder e!nica del primaro y la impatencia de
la otra~ La idea de violacic5n riga oscuramanta todos los .
aignificedos. La dial~ctica da "lo cerradaM y "lo abierto"
sa cumple as!, can preeieilln caai. far,oz.. (.bJ!!:l,., 70),
Throughout hie discussion of tha;wardt .Paz finds
comparisons.between the attitudes of the Mexican and the
Spanie~d

very

useful~

observations upon the

For example;·in the course of his
oath··"v~te

a la

Chingada"~~the comp~r

iaon provides .Pax with a paint of departure for an analysis
of the.social content of the verb "chirtger."

His analysis

begins with the question; What is the Chingada?, which he
answers as

f~llows:

La Chingada aa la Madre abiarta, vialada o burlada por la
fuerza •. El ~hijo de la Chingacla" es el angandro de la
violaci6n; del rapto o de la burla. Si s~ compare asta
expreai6n con la espanola, 0 hijo de pute"• ee aclvierte
inmediatamente la diferencia* Para al espaNol la dashonra
consists an sar hijo da una mujez que voluntariamente aa
entrega, una prostitute; para el mexicano, en aer fruto
de una.,violacitsn. (l.. i):>.•• 72).
In order to indicate that the attitude of the Mexican
is a universal one, Paz continues by explaining that by

viewing it this wig the Mexican ia reflecting that all men,
by

virtu~

of. baing sons of Eve, are »hijos de la Chingada» in

a universal sense:
voluntariamante~

»£n efacto. toda mujer. aun la qua ae da

as dasgarrada• chingada por al hombre-

En

,... __

-------------------
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ciarto sentido todoa somas, por.al solo hache de nacer de
mujel', hijos. da la Chingadflt hijoa de

The
tion

~han

72) •

a much deeper faalinO about this condi-

Me~ioan·haa

the

(w.•

Eva~'

Spania~d.

as is illuatratad iri his feelings

toward the woman who volantarily surrenders herself to man

·. ( aee quota. above) • . Therafol.'e, the f-1iil!xican

vie~.rJs

the universal

woman as an inferior being wh6 betrayed him and forced.him
into solitude by the very nature of her.submiss!vaness.

To

compensate for·his loneliness he exalts the male, and since

the Chingada is representative af'.thef"lother 1 the maoho is
equally reptesentative of the Father;
ticb del
ties

~exioano ~eaicle.

h~millaci~n

ft

•

•

•

a mi juicio• en la violenta 1

sarcga~

de la Madre y an la no manoa violsnta

afi:cmae:t6n del Padre"

.(Lab., 72).

Although Paz's analysis has revealed a social pattern
of t,Jnaaay. relationships between. tha. '•axes universally, he ·
does admit that tha Mexican's preoccupation with

th~ situa~

l,

tion tends to plunge him mora deeply into a solitude of
anxiety and anguish.
this

Ha cohaldara the Mexican's reasons for

uniqu~. and be sees

in them the internalization of an

unresolved hietorial drema•""The

C~:~nqueatt

Si la Chingada es una repreaantaci6n de la Madra
violada• no me pareca forzado aaociarla a l~ Conquists,
que t'ue tamb:i.4n una violaci~n, no solamanta·an el sentido
hiet6:t'ico 1 sino art lacarne misma de laa.indiaa. El
s!mbolo.de la entrega sa dana Mallnche, la amanta de
Cort~s.
Ea vardad que ella se da voluntariamante al
Conquistador, perc fate, apenas dejs de earle atil, la
olvida. Dona Marina sa hs.convertido en une figure que
reprtiasanta a. las indies, fascituidas, violadaa o seducidas

··

_ __
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por loa aapaMolas. Y del miemo modo que el niMo no
perdona a au madre que lo abandone para ir en buaoa de au
padre, el pueblo mexicano no perdona au traici6n a-la
Malinche. Ella ancarna lo abierto• lo chingado, frente e
nueatros indios, eatoicos 1 impaeiblea y cerradoa.
(~., 77.. 76).

The mistress of Cortes, DoMa Marine or• as she is often
referred to, La Malinche, is the Eve of the Mexican people.
Pat brings her to the present problem by explaining the

e£fecta_she_ has_today on the Mexican, who is trying despera ...
tely ta transcend his solitude:

• • • ta~poco as extreMa le meldici~n que pe~a contra la
Malincha, De ah! el ~xito del adjetivo deapectivo "malin•
chista», recientemente pu~ato en circulaci6n par loa
peri6dicos para denunciar a todos los contagiados por
tendencies extranjarizantes. Los malinchistaa son los
partidarioa de que M'xico se abra al exterior; los verda•
cleroa hijos de la Melinche, que ee la Chirigada en persona.
De nuevo aparece lo cerrado par oposici6n a lo abierto •.
(Lab., 78)"

When the Mexican shouts the political cry so popular
in Mexico••"Viva Mtxico, hijos de la

Chingad~"··•

he is

renouncing not only the Conquest• but also the person he
blames for betraying him by "opening« herself, La Malinche.

lt is because of her that the Mexican must enter the laby*

rinth of solitudei
Nuestro g~ito ea una expreei6n de la valuntad maxicane de vivir eerrados sl exterior, a!, pero sabre todo,
carrados fcente al peaado. En ese grito aondenamos
nuestro origen y renegamos de nuestro hibridismo • • • •
Al repudiar a la Malinchs • • • al mexicano romps sus
ligaa con el pasado, reniege de au origan y se aclentra
solo en la vida hisft6rica.

( L,~la., 76).

,

By being Cortez•s mistress, La Malinche is responsible
for the hybridism Paz mentions above,

Tha son of Cortez and

=---------·-·

~=--
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this Aztec princess was a mestiZOi
the Mother.

viol~tad

La Malinch• represents

and seduced by the

5penierds~·she

"-

=-------·

is "La
~-

Chingada."
mestizo.

The son .of

th~

union is

Paz~

and every other

---------~-------

------------------

The cry is ever•present to remind the Mexican of

his '1mestizaje,"
Paz continues by discussing the role of women in
Mexican culture.

However~

as a point of departure, he wishes

to make perfectly clear that there are certain features that
are shared by women the world over••above all; the fact that
they tend to•be but reflections of the will and desire of man:

En uri mundo hacho a la imagen de los hombres, la mujer as
a61o un reflejo de la voluntad y querer masculines.
Paaiva, se oonviel'te en·dioaa, amadca, ser que encarna los
elementos eatables y antiguos del univer~o: la tierra•
madre y virgent activti, sa aiempr~·funci6'nJ madio~ canal~
La faminided nunca as un fin en a! mismo, como lo as la
hombr!a.

(~.,

32).

He than points out that the function of woman within a
"

l

particular society, her publia image, and the image she haa
of herself; will reveal a great deal about the attitude of
the society.

He proceeds to describe the role of the woman

in Mexicb• and in order to bring out mare fully her speci•l
role• he compares her to the woman in other cultures.

He

begins with Spaina
La aetitud de los espaMoles frent~ a las mujeree ee muy•
simple y sa axprasa, con brutalidad y concisi6n, en doe
tefranes: nla mujer en oaaa y con la pata rotah y
"entre santa y aantb, pared de cal y canto"~ La mujer ea
una fiera dom4stica. lujurioaa y pacado~a de nacimiento 1
a qulen hay que aometer con el palo y conducir con el
Ufreno de la religi6nn.. (L&Jb.•• 32)*

~--
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Aa against this attribution of

~vil

instincts to the

=----·-----~

Spanish woman, Paz sets forth the idea of the Mexican woman
aa • kind of mNsterioua idol, end notes thai she is expected
to conform to this imagea
Para los mexicanos la muje» as un ser oscuro• aeareto y
pasivo. . No se 1~ atribuyen malos inetintos: se pretends
que ni siquie~a los tiene. Major clicho~ no son auyos
sino de la especieJ la muje~ enearna la voluntad de la
vida, que es por asencta iiffiparsonal, y en este· hecho
radiea ---su -impoeibilided ds tener una vide personal.

Ser -- -- ------

ella miama• dueAa de au deeeo, au pasidn o au capriaho•
es aer infial a a! miama • • • • Tampoco el amor sexual
e~ta tanido de luto y ho~ro~, como en EspaNa.
La peli•
grosidad no ~adica en el instinto sino en asumirlo peraa•
nalmants• Reparece as! la idea de paaividad: tandida o
erguida• vestida o desnuda, la mujar nunca as ella misma.
Manifestacidn indifezenciada da la vida, es sl canal del
apstito c6amico. En eats aentido, no tiene dassos
· propiaa. , (L,mb•., 32-33}"
Lacking individuality and independanca, the primary purpose
of her exiatanoe is. to serve as the instrument of man!a
desires• or to exeoute passively the roles assigned to her

by

society.
The Mexican idealizes woman practically in the same
breath in which he announces her inferiority.

Disdainful of

her for "opening» heraalf, and yet obsessed by his

deai~e

for

her,. the Mexican male's attitude toward woman results in a
blend of pride and cruelty.

This dualism was demonstrated in

the preceading pages by Paz's discussion of Mexican adoles•
cenca, and by his denouncement of woman for "opening"

he~self,

artd his ideslitation of hall.' as an object of adnd.ration,

Du$lism ie evident in all of the ways described by Paz as
being those ths Mexican employs in hie journey through the

~-;._;.,;-__:_

__

- ___::_:__~_,.:_:___~--~
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In discussing the dual, and also enigmatic

labyrinth.

natu~e
=---·-------·-

of wommn• Paz points out that, in most cultures• goddeeaea of
araationi are also

gaddess~e

of ·dast•uotiont

La mujer, otro de la~ seras que viven aparte, tambi'n
ea figure enign1atica. Major: dicho • es. al. Enigma. A
aem~janta del hombza de raze o nacionalidad extrana.
incita~y rapele,
Ea le imagen de la facundidad, para
aslmiemo·de la muerte. En aaai todas lea cultures las
dioaas de la craaci6n eon tambi~n deidadas de destruc•
ci~n..
<w~ i 59-60).
- - - -

---
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-

-
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Paz also uses the North American·attitude toward woman
to reveal what he believes are the attitudes
of that society •
.,,
He does imply that abe is nat ~anside~ed ea is the Spanish
woman--in a rather medieval sense. but r:ath-r as attempting
th~ ~exiaan•a

to copy
second).

interpretation (and coming in a p6ar

Beaauae·it is a No•th Americen

feels that while

t~ying

i~te~pratatian,

he

ta eliminate tha evil instincts (As

.does the Mexican), the final result is completely opposite of
the

f4ex.~can 1 sn

Lae.norteamericanas proclaman tambi6n la ausencia de

!ns.lntos y deaaos, para la ralz de au pretensi6n as
diatint, y basta contraria. La norteame~icana oculta o
niaga ciaztas partes de au cue~po·~Y• con mas fraeuencia,
da au psiquie; son iomoralas Yt por lo tento 1 ·no existen.

Al neu•z•e• rep•ime au ~$pontaneided. La moxicana simple~
l)'lente no tiene voluntad. Su cuerpo due:rme y s6l.P se
encianda td. algu!en lo deapierta.
.

(.bil?..,

33) it·

'

By attributing to the woman of North Amertca an
exaggerated sense of

mo~~lity

that leads her to hide and deny

her own body as an instrument,. Paz ia, without actually using
the worda.'sareastically referring to her in terms t:Jf the
familiar Puritanism.

He is implying that she ia ashamed of
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her body because of her Puritanism, and therefore• he is
critical ·of her.

=------------

This can be illustrated by statements that

~ --·

he makea.rega:ading Puritanism before hs. begins his diacuasion
of the

~orth

~

---------

----

~

American womans

El pUdar. que naca d~ la vergOenza ante la dasnude;
prop!a;o ajena• ea un reflejo casi f!sioo entre noaotroa •
. Ned a m's alej ado de .est a acti tud que el miado al cuerpo 1
caractarlsti•o de la vida norteamericana. Na nos d•
miedo ni ver~Uenza nueatrti cuerpo1 lo afrontamoa aon naturelided~ lo-viv!mae can cierte plenitud--e le inverse delo que ocurre con lQs puritanorh . (,ha,!:l;., .• 31) •
The puzzling factor in this attitude is how Paz can be

ao critical of North American morality. when in hia discussion
of the Mexican woman he has at$ted the following• ·
El

debe acompaNar a la mujer, Paro la mujer no
debe acultarsa sino qua. adem~s. cleba afrecar. ciarta~
impaaibilidad aonrianta al mundo exterior* Ante al•
escarcao er6tico, debe ser lfdecente 11 ; ante la adversidad,
•sufrlda"• En ambos caaoa .• u raepuasta no.es in•tintiva
ni parson~!• sino conforma'a On modela gan~riaa.
(J...a.b.n 32) *
·
s~creto

s~la

Another indication

at Paz•s seemingly ambiguous

attitude; is h!s in$iatancs upon stereotyping the North Amer-

ican as Purit•n,

~hen

he speaks of the prevalence af sexual

pl'omiseuity and t~ft-se living~1 ~n the United States;

El.aadismo aubyacente an cas! todas las fotmas.de l'$la...

oi~n de la soeiedad norteamericana oorytampor!nsat: acaso
no s~a ~ino una manera de escape~ a la.patrificaai6n que

la moral de ls pureza ss,ptica. Y las religiones
nijavas• laa aaotes, la emb»iaguea qua libe»a y ab#e 1•s
puertas da ~a »vida"• E~ sorprandante la a!gnifica~!6n
easi. fisio.ltSgica y destructive de esa palabra: vi vir
qui alta ch~cir exetederae, romper no.rmas, ir hast a el f~n
(tde qul?)l· nexpelitnefttar se..nsacio. n.ea.. u.~ Cohabiter as. una
"experienc a" (por aso mismo unilatar~l v .frustracla} .•

!~pone

.

,

(~.;

43}.:;

.'

.

.
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Paz may be attempting to justify the contradiction
=--·-------~

between his insistence that the Puritan ethic is still one of
~

the most powerful forces in the culture of the United States,
and his puzzlement by the saxusl

promiscuit~

__ -_. _____c-.;_:_---

--

- - - - - - - - - - - --

~-

·~------~~=

that he witnessed

when he visited there• when he describes the sexual relations
in the United States as lacking in any real
they ara."unilataral and
The

meaning~-that

frustrating~«

-cas-ual-or .natul:'al

acceptatlce of sex which Paz

believes to.be a pattern of life in the United States, seems
to produce in him a feeling of repugnance.

This feeling is

borne out by an examinatitm of the closing chapter of l l
r,~nt~

£i 14

BQ~!d§P•

...

~

for it is there that one finds Paz

sternly denouncing the prevalence of sexual promiscuity in the
contemporary world.
be

illogi~al

(~ ••

175"191).

Therefore, it would not

tQ auspsct that there is a strong strain of

Puritanism in Paz himself, and that the image of physical
love, to him, has a somewhat negative connotation.
to be confirmed when Paz

diseuas~s

"love•" as

This seems

~pposed

to

*'sex.••

0

1oveu and ttsex'' in his

tionship.

di~auas.ion

of the man .... woman rela ...

It is in his interpretation of these two

his dualism is the most obvious.

~rtorda

that

Sex for its own sake is

exemplary of the complete solitude of the Mexican; love is
transcendent of thia ....... it is closa:r: to communion.

A woman

loved represents a promise exclusive of sexual gratification--
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_she is an instrument of transcendence rather than the object
=-~-----------

of attachment:
El amor ee uno de loa mgs claros.ejemplos:de ase doble
instinto que nos !leva a cavar y ahondar en nosotros
mismos y, simultAneamenta. a salir de nosotros y realizarnoa-an otro• muerte y raoreaci6n• soledad y comuni6n.
(,W. t 182).
Foi Paz, eternity is associated with love, and for the
person who is
·-·

~-:--

fa~tunate

enough to arrive at the level of trua

------

love, the partaking of woman is not an attempt at violation,
but rather a spiritual nourishment 1 or communioh:
El amar sa una tentative de penatrar en atra aer. pero
puede realizarse a condici~n de que la entrega sea
mutua. En todaa partes as dif!cil este abandono de a!
mismo; pocoa coinciden en la entrega y mAs poaos aan
logren trascendez sea atapa posesiva y gozar del amar
como'io que reelmente as: un perpetuo desaubrimianto,
una inmerai6n an las aguas de la raalidad y una re~raa
ci~n constants.
(Lmb•; 37).
s~lo

Love, for Paz; represents one of the principal poasi ...
bilitiea of self•realizatiori, but he has stated that few
persons ever know it for what it really is.

He also notes

that genuine love is becoming virtually non-existent in the
contampor,ty world, a situation whieh troubles him:

"En

nuestro mundri el amor a~ ~na a~periencia Casi inaccesible.
,f~db

se opone a

· enamor ados 11

Al~

moral* olasas, leyes.

ra~as

y loa mismos

(!::Jit!,., , 177) ,

Besides the obvious tragedy of such a situation, Paz
feels that there is another, and it is that the woman herself
has accepted the image that man has imposed upon her.
accepting this she haa, in reality, become hopelessly
alien a ted:·

By

~===
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• • • nueat~ae relaciones erdticas estdn. vieiadas en au
origan, manchadas en so ra!z. Entre la mujer y nosotros
. a, intsrpone un fantasmat el de au imagen, sl de la
image~ que nosot~oa nos hacemoa de ella y eon la qua ella
sa r~viate. Ni siquiera podemos tocarla como carne que
as ignore a st misma, pues ent~e naaotro•, y all~ ae
dea1i~a esa Vi$i6n d~eil y aeryil de un cuerpo que sa
entrega. Y a 1• mujer le acurra lo mi~mo: no as siente,
ni sa cancibe sino como objeto, coma "otro". Nunca es
dueMa-de a!. Su ~er se escinde entra lo que as realmente
y la imagen que ella ae hace de a!. Una imagen que le ha
sido dictada por familia, claae, escuala 1 amigaa,
raligi~n y amante.
Su feminidad jamAs sa expreaa. porque
__f.ta_manifiastet _e_trav~s de formes inventadas oor al hombre.

(bah., 171).

i;;;:.-,..-,-----

·

In addition to these obstaales·whioh separate modern
man from true 1ove 1 Pat believes that society further rejects

it by identifying love with marriage:

La sociedad concibe el amor• cont~a la naturaleza de
eete sentimiento, como una unian eatable y destinada a
crear hijos. Lo identifies con el matrimonio • • • • La
prate6ci6n impartida al matrimonio podr!a justificarss si
la sociadad pe~mitieae de vardad la elecoi6n. Puesto que
no lo haca, debe acepterae que el matrimonio no consti~
tuye la mSa alta realizaoi6n del amor, sino que as una
forma jua:fdioa, social y acon6miea que poeee fines
diversos a los dol amor. La astsbilidacl de la familia
rapoaa,en el matrimonio• que ae conviarte en una mara
proyaaci6n de la eociedad, sin otro objsto que la recrea•
ei6n de eaa misma aociedad. De ahf la naturalaza profundamante canservadora del matrimonio.

Atacarlo, ea
Y de ah!
tambi~n q~~ al ~mor sea, sin pro~on~rsalo, un acta antisocial, puee cada vet que logra realizaraa. quebranta el
matrimonio y lo transforms en lo qua la spciedad n6
·quiera que s•a= la revalacidn de doa soledades que crean
por a! mismas un mundo que rampa la mentira social,
suprime tiempo y trabajo y sa declare autosufioiente.
disolver las bases mismas de la aociadad.

(J-.il?•• ; 179).

Thus. Paz blames society for the gulf which exists

between man's conception of woman as an instrument for his
physi~al

pleasure and what, at least for

eMperienoe reaching true Communion.

Paz~

could be an

Sex has become a symbol

"

,-..,-------------
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of the individual•a need to assart himself in the face of a

dehurnan:l.zao and over-mechanized eocietya

11

La,soeieded es un
g ..-.-__

organiamo quelpadeee la
fines y apetitoa'1

'

extra~a

nacesidad de juetifioar sus

(.b.iQ.•, 181).

The struggle between sex and love is only one example
of the dualism present in society, but Paz's preoccupation
with it
other

se~vaa

examples~

as a point of departure for his summary of the

and they are many.

After enumerating theM he

returns to the·thame of lave in order to emphasize:

El dualiamo inherente a toda sociedacl• y qua toda
sociedad aspire a resolver tranaformAndose en comunidad•
sa express en nuea~ro tiampo de muchaa maneraa: lo buena
y lo malo, lo permitido y lo p~ohibido; la ideal y lo
real• lo racional·y lo irrecional; lo belloy lo feo; el
sueMo y la vigilie, los pobres y loa ricoa, los burguaeee
y los proletario•t la inocencia y la conciancia 1 la.~imagi~
nacidn y al pensamiento, Por un movimiento irreaie~4ble
de au propio ear, la sociedad tienda a auparar aata
dualismo y a transformer al conjunto de solitariaa anemia•
tades que la componen en un orden armonio•o. Pare la
sociedad ~oderna pretende resolver au dualismo mediante .
la aupresi6n de esa dial~ctica de la soledad que hace ,£ "
poaible el amor. Las sociedadaa industriales...-indepen- ·
dientemartte de sus diferanciaa "ideol~gicas", pal!ticas o
econ6midas~-se ampenan en transformer las difarancias
cualitstivas, as decir: humanas, an uniformidadea cuantitetivaa. Los mftodoa de la producci6n an maea sa
aplican tambi'n a la moral, al arte y a loa aentimientos.
Aboliei6n de las contx:-adicciones y de las excspcionas
• • • • Se cierran as! las v!as de acceso a la expe""i.· ""neic m~t"" ho· Md"" .., .. .,;. 1 .. \,.; ,.Jt!l ...,....,.p.,..t>,.c.
1 hnmh .....
que
.- .,.w ... ....- \lA•
J
consi~ta en penetrar la realidacl coma una totalidad an la
que los contraries pecten. Los nuevos poderea abolen la
soledad pOX' decreto. Y con.ella al amar, forma clandes•
tina y haroica da la comuni6n. Defender el amor ha aida
siempre una actividad antisocial y peligroaa. Y ahara
empieza a ser de verdad revolucianaria. La situaci4n del
amo~ en nuestro tiempo revela c6mo la dial,atica de la
soledad, en su rome profunda manifeatacian, tienda a
fruatrarse por obra de la miama sociedad. Nuestra vida
social niega caai siempre toda pasibilidad de aut.ntica
comunilln ar6tica. ( J,..,aR,. • 161-182).

·.ltl.
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The above passage was quoted in full in order to
'"""-·---------

illustrate how Paz sud~enly shows the Mexican emerging in a
favorable light, in spite of the severity of his: prior
oritioi~m

Mexic~n

of the

in regard ta his attitude toward sex,

and his inability to experience true·love.

In the passage

Paz refers to the "industrial societies" ancl the •tnew powers, 11

which "prohibit aolitude by decree" and therefore "prohibit
-

love. ••

-

---

That he is nat referring to Mexico can be illustrated

by the fact that elsewhere in the book he states that Mexico

does nat have any basic industries• and he includes Mexico in
his discussion o.f the "bebkwerdn nations (lab., 162-167),
And possibly more significant, he has, at various pointsthroughout his discussion, stated that tha.Mexiaan has

~-----

$ntered a state of solitude:
.

.

l

El.mexicano y lm mexicanidad ae. definen como ruptura y
negaoi6n. · Y aaimismo, como bt1squeda, como voluntad por
t~aacender eae estado da exilio.
En suma, como viva
conciencia de la soledad, hist6rica y personal.
(~.

, 79•80) •

By this subtle excluaion of the Mexican

f~om

tha tragic

errors committed by modern industrializ$d society, Paz is now
able to justify the attitude of the Mexican male toward woman,
which he discussed earlier.

Man may violate woman when he is

in a state of solitude, because solitude is not

characta~iatic
l_

of maturity (As stated before, Paz equates the state of
solitude with adolescence).

If the solitude is f»uitful, man

will transcend it, and woman will no longer be an (lhject for
his physical pleasure• but will be his

complement-~awakaned

by him to share in en act of genuine and mutual love;

~-T--'------'---::.___:__:_:_

s
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La soledad, que as la condici6n miema de nuaatra vida, sa
noa aparece como una pruaba y una purgeci6n, a cuyo
t~rmino angu~tia a inastabilidad daaaparecarSn.
La
plenitud, la reuni6n, que as reposo y dichat concordancia
con al mundo, nos esperan al fin del labarinto de la

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . ..

soledad.

(~.,

175... 176),

~

""

=-=-·---------

h
~-1

~

Creaoi6n y deetrucoidn se funden en el acto amoroaOJ y
durante una fracci6n de segundo el hombre entrav! un
eetado m~s perfecto. (~ •• 177}.
____ By his _inference_ that the Mexican will emerge vioto....

rious in a world in which society seeks only the materiel
pleasures. Pdz himself appears to be employing another of the
defen•as which he describes as used by the Mexican so that he
will not be tempted to depart from the labyrinth of solitude
until he has found his own true self'.

Be .refers to this

as

ttdisaimulation 11 :
• • • no nos baatan los meoaniemos de preservac;6n y
defenaa • •• ~ Mantimos ~or placer y fantas!a• s!, como
todos los pueblos imaginativos~ paro tambi~n para ocultarnos y pon,ernos al ab.rigo de 'intrusos •. • • .., Con ella ·
[la mentira] rto. pretendemoa nada mAs engaf!ar a, los dam§s *
sino a nosotroa mismos • • • •

El aimulador pretends aer lo que no ea.

.....

Su actividad
reelama un constants improvieaci6n, un ir hacia adalante
siempre, antra arenas movedizaa. A cada minuto. hay que
rehacar• recraar, modifi~ar al personaje que fingimos,
haata que llega un momenta en que realidad y aparienaia,
mentira y verdad se confunden • • • • Nuestras mentiras
reflejan. eimultan~amente, nuestras c~rencias y nuestros
apetitos, lo que no somoe ·y la que deseamos aer.

Cw.

t

35-3G).

Pat may sincerely believe that the problem of

aam~oeia

which plagues the modern technological world does not apply
to the Mexican.

He may believe that Mexico•e backwardness is

an advantage in making the country qn oasis of potential

----·-

'

~---
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freedom.

Also,,by nature of this

backwardness~

he may

-------------

believe that the Mexican has a realohoice as to whether or

~--

E -- --- -----------

not he wiahea'his· country to participate in'the »technological
revolution."

If the Mexican does participate. he risks

succumbing to the dualism which Paz has adamantly rejected,
If ha

doe~ not~

he can continue to search for the manner in

which to transcend his solitude,
However, from other statements made in· U

l§b~r~ntsa

Ji!.

la soledad, it appears that Paz is resorting to the dissimulation which he has described above:
Con cierta regularidad se discuta si la polftica
social y econdmica hs aida o no acertads. Sin duds sa
trata de elg~ m~a complejo que la t~cnica y que est~ m~s
all' de loa arrores, impreviaionas o inmoralidades ·de
ciertos grupos • • ~ • Nos faltan capitalas y el ritmo
intarno de capitalizac!dn y reinverai6n es tadav!a
demasiado lento • 4 • • Par otra parte no sa llagar' a
reducir al desnivel, cada ve2 mAs profunda• entre los ·
pa!ses "subdesarrollados" y loa "avanzadaa" si estos
dltimoa no pagan precios justoa par los produatos prima~
r!oa. Estos productos son nuestra fuanta principal de
ingrasos Y• por tanto, cbnstituyan la mejar posibilidad
de ttfinanciamianto" de nuestro desarrollo econ6mico.
(~§~·· 163).
.
The tone of Paz 1 a entire discussion on the economic
differences between tha "advanced" nation• and the "backward"
nations ia bitter.

Therefore, it might be possible to draw

the oonclusion that Paz*s condemnation of their materialism
in favor of tha idealistic and "fulfilled" condition of a
future Mexico is a facade.

By condemning them, Paz is

showing whet Mexieo lacka and what ha desires for Mexico, as
does the r1exican who dissimulates s

iiNuestras roantiras
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reflejao, slmultaneamente, nuest~as cerenciaa y nuestros
apatitos, lo' que no somos y lo qua desaemoa sern

--

-----

(!:.Jb.• , 36),.

Another matter closely asaociated with the Mexican's
outward

mas~

is his outlook toward death.

He also confronts

this during his journey through the labyrinth• and since he.
must face it, he has adopted an attitude toward it which he.
feels will eventually reveal his.own authenticity.
-

•ttitude,

He

does

st~angaly

That

-

enough, is to, treat it with indifference.

this because, until he is able to

t~anscend

his

soli tude • he. mt.J.s;t.. t{llsr> regard life as indifferent; and life
'

I'

!'

,..<

j

~

>
'

'·"
; '

I

~

'

and death are intimately linked;
La indiferancia-dal mexicano ante la muerta ae nutre de
su indifereneia ante la vida , •• • Y as natural que
as! ocu~ra: vida y muarte son inseparables y cada vaz
que la pr!mera piarda eignificaci~n, la aagunda se vualva
intrascandente. ~a .mua~te-mexioana as al ospajo de la
vida de los mexicanos, (~., 52).

Paz explains that this interrelation between life and
death was inherited from the Aztecs, but that the

introduc~

tion of Christianity modified it:
Ambas actitudea, par m~s opuestas que nos parezcan,
poaaen una nota com6nt la vida• calectiva a individual,
eat§ abiarta a la parapectiva de una muerte qua ea, a su
modo, una nueva vida. La vid• sOlo sa justifica y
tra$cienda cuando sa realize en la muerte~ Y ~sta
tambilfin es trasoendencia, m.Sa all4; puest·'o que consists
en una nueva vida. Para los cristianos la muerte es un
tr&nai to, un a alto mortal entre doe vidas,,. la temporal y
la ultratsrrenar para los aztecae, la manera m4s honda de
participar an la continua ~egeneraci~n de las fuerzas
creadoras, eiempre en paligro de extinguirse si no se las
proves de sE.:tngre. alimanto sagrado, (~., 50 ... 51).
Whet reaulted was a combination of the two views, but
Paz believes that the

Azt~cs

made a more meaningful oontribu-

~

-

"---
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tion.

In an interview with Claude Couffon, he·speaks of

=-------~-

death;
Ante ·todQ una: raztSn de origen J para loa szteoas la
muerte eetaba !ntimamente ligada a la vidaJ el muerto ea
integraba en la vida, e6smica como he'e~plicado en mi
libra coneagrado al hombre mejicano1 ~ ~Q~§£into &! ~·
solsdm~· • • • •
Yo pareonalmante enouentro muy saludable
la idea de la muerte; da al poems su gravedad. No debe
separarsa la vida de la muertez 6sta •s la gran laacidn
de los indios.4

=-------------------

_____ _______By treating li fa and d~€!th with !ndi ffe~enoe • the

Mexican is free to travel through the labyrinth of solitude,
free from forms imposed from the outside.

Since his main

objective is to find himself, it is imperative that any
formulae he adopts be his own• and not someone .alsea.
ind!ffa~ance

The

is really a mask, worn~ again, so ihat he will
r"

not reveal his true selfs
El mexioano no se entrega a la muerte, porqua la
entrega entrana sacrificiot Y e1 a~crificio, a au vez,
a~ige que alguian d! y alguian recibat
Esto as. que
alguien ee abra y ae encare a una realidad que lo trasciande. En un mundo intraacendente, carrado sobre a!
miamo, la muarte mexicana no da ni raeiba; ae consume en
s! misma, y a a! miama ae sati face. (.b.sm.., 53 h
Despite

hi~

indifference toward death• Pa• is careful

to point aut that it is nat eliminated from the daily life of
tha Mexican as it ia from the life of tha Euzopean
American~

~nd

North

To illustrate this 1 he discusses the Mexican

oelebration of All Saints• Day and All Souls' Day, November
1 and 2.

The$e religious holidays rank with Christmas and

4clauda Couffonj ~Entrevia~a con. Octavia Paz,"
Cyade;ngl• XXXVI (mayo-junio, 1959), 81.

----------
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Easter in importance in Mexico.

Sugar candy, skulls- bread in

'-"-·------·-

the shape of' bones, and tissue-paper skulls, and skeletons are
used for:dacoratia~s.

- - -------- ------

Schools and stores are closed, and

there i& much merriment~
festivals, Paz•aays:

1o explain the,importance of these

. '.-

El despracio'a la muerte'nb eat~ ~a"ido con al culto
qua le profesamoa. Ella est~ presente an nuastras
,
fiestas, en,nueatros juegaa, an nueatroa amorea y an
__ - ---nuestro a- p$neamierttoe,. ~1ori~ y matilx- ~on idElas _qua -pocaa-: -vacas nos abandonan. La muerte nos seduce. La faacinaci6n que ajarce sabra noaotros quiza brote de nuestro
,
hermatismo ,~ y de la furia con qua lo romp amos • (.bJ!Q.., 52).
In

ad~ition

... _-

to this difference• death in

M~xico

does

not have the hypocritical connotation that accompanies it in
the more advanced countries.

Paz again blames pre-occupation

with material gain and the dehumanization of culture in the
industrialized countries• when he speaks of the hypocrisy:
Nada mas opuesto a eata actitud que la de europeos y
Ljyea, costumbrea, moral pdblica y
privada, tianden a preaetvar la vida humane. Esta pratecci6n no impide que aparazcan cada ve.z con mlas frecuancia
inganioaoa y refinados aaaainoa, eficacea productorea del
crimen perfecto y an aerith La reiterade irrupcd. t'5n de
criminales profasionales. que maduran y calculan sue
asesinatos con una precisian inaccesible a cualquier
mexicano; el placer con que relatan sua experiencias, sus
gocea y·sue p.rocadimientas; la fascinaaian con qua el
p~blico y loa peri6dicoa .raaogen sus canfeaiona~J Y•
finalmsnte, la reconocida inefiaacia de los sistemas de
reprasi6n con que sa pretende evitar nuevas cr!menes,
muestran qua el z+espeto.a la vida humane que tanto enor...
gulleoe a la civili~aci6n occidental as una noci~n incom...
plata o hip6crita • • • •
norteamaricanos~

Cuando el mexicano mata ...... por vergUanza, placer o
caprieho·•mata a una persona, a un aemejante. Loa crimi•
nalas'Y eatadistas modarnos no matan: aup.rimen. Experi ...
mentan can saras que han perdido ya au calidad humana
• • • • La antigua relaci6n entre v!ctima y viotimario,
qua aa lo ~nice qua humanize al crimen, lo Onlco qua lo
hace imaginable, ha daaaparecido. (~., 53-54).

5" .
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Again the Mexican, because he has not allowed death to
become impersonal, is

displa~ed

by Paz to a better advantage

than his contemporaries in the advanced countries of the
Western world.

Death ie nott for the Mexican, "merely another

fact in a world of facta," as it ia for the European and North
American.

Furthermore, because of the aura of humanity which

surrounds the Me"ican'a concept, it, like love. can be
instrumental in aiding his transcendence from his prison in

the material world to eventual communion:
Y le padimoa al amor--que; siando desao, es hambra de
comuni6n, hambra de caar y morir tanto como de renacar-•
que naa d~ un pedazo da vida verdadera, de muarte verdaclara. No le pedimos la felicidad, ni el repoao, sino un
instants• e6lo un inatante, de vida plana, en la que se
fundan los contraries y vida y muerte, tiempo y eternidad•
pacten, Daouramente smbemua qua vida y muerte no son sino
das movimientoa, antag~n!cas pero complementarios, de una
misma realidad. (Lab., 176-177).
Despite the unusual willpower of the Mexican in his
determination to remain in solitude during his journey through
the labyrinth•

th~

question arises as to whether or not the

Mexican ever "breaks" or has a compulsion to "open" and go
out from himself.
insanity?

If not, would he nat eventually approach

It is really against human nature to never open

oneself, or to even explode

a patient suffering from

occasionally~

ul6e~a.

A doctor will tell

or from a psychological

problem, that he must not "hold everything inaide"••that it
is good far him to "let himself go» oacasionally.
Fortunately, for the Mexican, the coin of solitude

also has two sides.

--

=·---·--------

On one, is sean the man who is immersed

..

-- --------------
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in eelf-analys.:t.s-•tha man we have just examined.
other, is an intense

awarene~s

him to "go out from himself,"

On the

=·------·------

of his aolitude, which compels

~--··-

___ __ _
-;.

- - - - - ------ -----

In order to escape from his

s --

solitude the Mexican tiaes the Fiesta:
Gracias a las 'ieatas el maxicano aa 6~re• participa,
comul9a con sus semejantes y con loa valorea qua dan
aentido a au existencia religiose a pol!tica ~ • • • Su
frecuencia, el brillo que aloanzan, al, antutaiasmo con qua
todoa participamos, parecen reveler ~u~, sin ellas 1 eats~
llar.famoa~- . . (be;stp, .... ~ 4,7).,. . . .
'
I'

. ' ., • h

l

~

l~ ':

The Fiesta is a vital force in the Mexican's life,

It

is a time of axoess--of aquandering--his time to denounce

violently the accumulated pain he has endured in his solitude.
lt is also a negation of the

eve~yday

world;

As! puesf la Fiesta na ea solamente un excaso, un
desperdicio ritual de los bienes penoaamanta aeumuladoa
durante todo al aNoa tambi~n es u~a revualta, una s6bita
inmersi6n an lf) info~ma, an la vida pura, A travt!a de la
Fiesta la sociedad se libera de las normae. qua sa ha
impuesto. Sa burls de sua dioaea, de sus principioa y de
sus leyes: se niega a s£ mismt:t. (~-, 46) •
,
The riasta is also a negation of the present.

During

it, everything happens in "another time," and license reigns:
Todo ocurra an un mundo encantado; al tiempo as .o.trg,
;l;i~.ma2. (situado an un pasado m!tico o an una actualidad
pure); el aspaeio en que ae verifies cambia de aspecto,
sa desliga del raatb de la tierra, se engalana y convierte
an un "aitia de fiesta" (an general a~ esca;en lugarea
especialaa o poco frecuentadoa); los persanajaa que intervienen abandonan su range humano a .soeiel y se. tl:'ansforman
en vivaa. aunqum ef!maras. representacionas. Y todo pasa
como sino fuera.cierto 1 .cofuo en las suaNoa. Ocurra lo
qua.ocurra• nuestraa acciones paaeen mayor ligareza, una
gravedad distintat asumen aignificaciones diversas y
cantraemoa oon ellas raspansabilidadea singu1ares. Nos
aligeramos de nueatra carga de tiempo y reu:t'Sn • (,l:,~.t!.•, 45) ..

In the r:.teata. Man can participate. breaking his
solitude and tearing off his mask:

""' -

-------
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Si en la vida dia~ia nos ocultamos ·a noaotroa mismos,
en el remolino de la Fissta nos diaparamos. M&s que
abrirnos 1 nos desgarramos. Todo termina en ·alarido y
daagarradura: al canto, el amor, la amistad,. La violancia
de nueatros festejos mueatra haste qu6 punta nuestro·
he~metismo nos cierra las v!as ds comunicaciln con el
mundo-. C.t...atl• • 47) •

'-"-----·-·-----

g
--

--------------

From thia chaotic immersion the Mexican emerges
fortified to again continue his search.

The fiesta is not a

permanent state--it does not mean that the
identity has ended.

ser:~rch

for self...

It is a digression, and a necessary one,

employed so that the Mexican can keep his search for communion
in the proper perspective:

«cada a"o, al 15 de septiembre a

las once de le rioohe, en tadas las plazas de M4xico celebramos
la Fiesta del Grito • , •
del af1o 11

quiz~

para caller mejor el resto

(!Jit!,., 42).

Man wins an instant of freedom and communion• before
succumbing again to defeat and solitude,
return to its

forme~

Everything will

state:

• • • la Fiesta mexicana no es nada mAs un regraso a un
eatado original de i.ndiferenciaci6n y libertad; al maxi•
can6 no intents regreaar, sino salir de s! misma, sobrepaaarse ... ., • • No hay ned a m's alegre qua una fiesta
mexicana, pero tambiAn no hay· nada m~s triate. La noche
de fiesta es tamb:Uin neche de duelo. (b.~.Q.-, 47),
Although 'the Mexican must again descend into the laby·
rinth, the vary fact that he was able to emerge for a time is
very important to

Pa~.

Alienation now has a dual nature in a

concrete form; not only abstractly as it did in Paz•a inter•
pretatioM af love• or indifferently as it did in his interpretation of life and death. - In love, Paz himself

~ppearad

~<-·--=

. _;;., _____:::. :____
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to be the only ana who understood that the reason for the
Nexican•s desire to conquer woman wa9 because of his

~-

inability to perceive her as an abject of transcendsnae.

In

dealihg with life and death, the M$xican neglected to really
face the iasue.,

\-lith· the riesta;

~

Nexioans

~zhare

in the

promise of integration, and therefore they affirm their

desire to participate in a different society.

By means of

the Fiesta• the MexicaM has caught a glimpse of what he is.

The ultimate goal is to remove the mask permanently:

"Si nos

arrancamoa esas m6scaras. si nos abrimos, si, en fint nos
afrontamos• empezaremos a vivir y pansar de vardad"

For Paz. the giant step taken to insure the removal of
these masks wee the Revolution of 1910.

r±aata."

It was the «gran

For him• the Revolution has made the fiesta the most

important occurrence in ths life of the Mexican, for these
oecurrsncea are the two situations in which the behavior of
the Mexican moat nearly approximates the ideal behavior of
eventual communion;
Como laa fiestas popularea, la Revoluci6n es un exceso y
un gasto, un llegar a los extremoa, un estallido de
alegr!e y desampero; un grito de orfandad y de jdbilo, de
suicidio y de vida, todo mezclado. Nuestra Revoluci6n as
le otra eara de M'xico, ignorada por la Reforma y humi•
llada por la Dictad~ra. No la tara de la cortea!a, al
disimulo, la forma lograda a fuarza de mutilaciones y
mentirea, .sino al rostra brutal y ra~plandaciente da la
fiesta y la muerte• del mitote y el balazo, de la feria y
al amor •• ., • Es un eatallido de la realidad: una
revuelta y una comuni6n, un trasegar viejas suatanciaa
dormidas. un salir·al airs muthas farocidad~s, muchoa
ternuras y mucbaa finuras ocultaa por al miado a sat. ~y

= --~

ao
con,qui~n comulga.M~xico

en seta aangrienta fiesta? Consiga mismo, con au propio ear~ MGxico se atrsve a ser.
La explosi6n revolucionaria as una.portentosa fiesta en
la que el mexicano, borracho de s! misma, conoce al fin,
en abrsza mortal, al otro maxicana. · {.b.Jl!:2.. • 134) '*

·-

=-·--·---·----·

~-

_-

Many Mexicans are still in the first stages of adoles-

cence, which. ia characteristic of the beginning of the
journey through the-labyrinth.

Many, as has been stated

before, believe that· the Revolution, at least after the first

ten years, was a failure.

However, all.Mexicana participate

in the risstaa ....... "Todos forman parte de la Fiesta, todos se
diauelven en au torbellinott
the

spirit.a~

(.l:d!£.,

47}.

Eventually, just as

the Fieota inhabits all Hexioanb, the spirit of

the Revolution will inhabit them all.

It, like the Fiesta,

will aventually.ba a bond that unites all of the

people~

c===='===='===='=
ji--------»~-
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CHAPTER FIVE
~

--·

--·--------

n-~~~---~

THE CONTINUING REVOLUTION
For Octavia Paz, the Revolution is the historic event
which will have as its culmination the final communion
between Mexicans.

~

This culmination is, for Paz, what is most

to be desired, but he stresses that it has not, in many ways,
be•n totally achieved#

La Revoluci6n mexicana es la primera, cronol6gica~
menta, de las grandee revoluciones del siglo XX. Para
camprenderla cabalmente as necesario verla como parte de
un proceso general y que a~n no termina• Como todas las
revoluciones modernas; la nuastra sa propuso, en primer
t~rmirio• liquidar el r4gimen feudali transformer el pa!s
mediante la industria y la t!cnica, suprimir nuastra
situaci6n de dapendencia acon6mica y pol!tica Y• en fin•
instaurar una verdsders democracia social, En otras
palabraa: dar el salta que sonaron los liberales m&s
l6cidoa, consumer efectivamente la lndependencia y la
Reforma, hacer de M6xico una naci6n moderna~ Y todo eeto
sin traicionarnoa. Por el contrerio• loa cambios nos
revelarfan nuestro vardadero ser, un rostra a un tiempo
conocido e ignorado, un rostra nuevo a fuerza de sapul•
tada antigUedad, La Revolucidn iba a inventer un M~xico
fiel a s! mismo.l
However, glancing at the proposals cited in the above
quotation, it should be noted that Paz has used the past
tensa--ha has stated what the Revolution Q'QP9§Bd to do,
Throughout his discussion

Q~ ~~e

Revolution as the answer for

his Mexican, he vacillates between praise and criticism of it.
l

.

.

Octavia Paz; fJ:. labe£;intg, £!!!A. .Jd. .§.9};ed.fi!d ( aegunda
edici6n revisada y aumentade~ M~xico: rondo de Cultura Econ6mica, 1959), PP• l!$6·157. Hereinafter cited as b.!tL·
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He believes that it is a continuing Revolution, but he feels
that in several ways it has failed:

«En todoa los aspectos

de la vida mexican a sa ancuentra, al mismo tiempo que una
conciencia muy viva de la autenticidad y originalidad de
nuestra Aevoluci6n, un af'n de total.idad y ooherencia que

est a no nos ofreca 11

(.bJ:i.E.. t 139·140).; Therefore, in order to

underst•nd Paz's· views, it is necessary to review the various
aspects of the

Revolu~ion

and explain how he feels that

the~·

have succeeded• or in what ways they have failed.
Paz belieVes, as stated before, that the constitution
drawn up by the revolutionary leaders did not squarely meet
the problems which the nation and ita peoples faced.

Also,

he feels that th$ intellectuals of the period, although many
of them made a sincere effort, failed in their attempts to
create a philosophy containing the essentials of the baing
culture of the Mexican nation.

Even when discussing

o~

Jos~

Vasconcelos, the man Paz credits with having founded modern
education in

Mexico~

he only speaks of limited success:

0 No

es dif!cil encontrar en el sistema vaseoncaliano fragmsntos
todav!a vivos, porcionee fecundas. iluminacionas, anticipos,
pe:ro no el fundamento de nuestro ser, ni el de nueatra
cul tura"

(~.,

failure to form a

139).

Paz believes that, in one sanae, this

tl.R~!Sifl

ideology prevented the Revolution

from becoming as organized as it should have:
Nada nos justifica ya y s6lo nosotroa podemos dar raapueata
a las preguntaa que nos hace la realidad. La reflexi6n
filoe6fica sa vuslve as! una taraa aalvadora y urgante,

~

-_.
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pues no tendr' nada mas por abjeto examiner nuestro
pasada inteleotual, ni dascribir nuestras actitudae
caractartsticas; sino que debar' ofrecarnoa una soluci6n
concrota, algo que d' aentido a nuastra presencia en la
tierra • (U!:!,. , 150 ... 151) • ·
Th~

=·--··----~--

~---

~

-

major areas of reform undertaken by the Constitu•

tion of 1917. education, ·.tabor and land distribution, did
attemptr at least in writing, to destroy certain feudalistic
characteri~tics
---------

-----

----

--

---

---

-----

in the countryt but the leaders of the country
----

---

--

-

--

-

mid~l930•a

from 1911 to the

did little toward enforasment of

the provisions of the Constitution.
The first time that the Revtilution

ev~n

began to

realize itself was during the presidency of L6zaro CGrdanas
(1934-1940).

Paz believes that cmrdenas is the first man who

knew how to apply a revolutionary program to Mexicoa
Durante la
la Revoluci6n
profund.idad.
anteriores al

Apotia en que dirige al pais L~zaro CArdenas,
tianda a realizarae con mayor amplitud y
Las reformas planeaclae por los rag!menaa
fin sa llevan a cabo. (.b.!,b.-. 139).

C&rdanaa was dedicated to the ideals of the Revolution.
He saw, and abhorred, the idea that the revolutionary leaders
had become rich• and that the Revolution was beginning to
look like a typical L.atin American struggle for power• with
I

government officials concerned mainly with the $pails of
public office.

C~rdenas

dent since JuArez or

was the most,honeat, •incere

Madero~

Under him, the

Preei~

R~volution

made

ita greatest and most accelerated changes.
C~rdenaa ra~organized

the national Party, and permitted

labor, the peeaants, and the army a voice

in.government~

---

I

i

--------- - - - -
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This continues today.

He had a general economic program,
"""-·----·---~

under which he distributed more land than any President
~_.:;::._-

=-=--=--

-~~-

~----

before himt

He

inaugu~ated

collective irrigation end

machinery plans, augmented by financial procedures to make it
possible for the peasant to farm his land.

Be favored indue ...

trial unionism over; capital manipulation in order to bring
about changes and
---

---

-

--

-

---------

---

---

ahif~s
-----

railroads and petroleum,
~nd

in property.

He nationalized the

--

Ha doubled the number of schools,

quadrupled the number of teachers.
Paz admires C4rdenaa not only because of his land

reforms and for the nationalization of petroleum (without
which, Paz believes, industrial growth would have been impos... ,
sible), but also because he helped Mexico take stupe toward
di$covering a philosophy of her own.
M~xico's

~specially

important to

beginning realization as an entity, according to Paz,

was Cardenas• acceptance and

~tilitation

of a hitherto

ignored segment of society• the intellectual:

C.§rdenas abri"' las puertas a los vancidos de la guerra
de Espa~a. Entre ellos van!an ascritorea, poataa, profa·
sores. A ellos se debe en parte al renacimiento de la
cultura maxicana, sabre todo an el campo de la filoaof!a.
Un eapaftol al que los maxicanos debamos gratitud es Joe~
Gaos, el maestro de la joven "inteligancia". La nueva
genaraci4n estA en aptitud de manejar los inatrumentos
que toda empress intslactual requtere. Por primara vez
desde le Gpoca de. la Independenoia la "inteligencia"
mexicana no neceslta farmarse fuera da las aulas. Loa
nuavoa maestros no ofrecen a las jdvenes una filosofia,
sino los medias y las posibilidades p,aJ:"a crearla. Tal
es, preciaamente, la misi6n del maestro. (~., 145).
It is with C'rdenas, than, that the Revolution became
mare than just the political and economic revolt that put an

~

- - -
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end to the diatatorship·or Porfirio D!a%,

from 1910 to 1934,

·-

"-'·---------··--··--

.the' Revolution; for moat Mf3xic:ana, · htid been little more than
~----=

a vivid memory of tarmad struggle and a vague promise of a

better

life~

The idsaa had bean there• but until C4rdenas

became the leader of the hation, tha masses darived practi·

cally no benefit.
1~

- .....---

'---

Paz tells why he thinks this happened;

Puede versa ahora con mayor alaridad an qu§ conaisti6
n~mn'J"Ilt~.lll

.. ...,- . . . . m!nim~
.....,,":·~r

-r-~\tM111l"'.; nn~::~,...r

ot

_.,... .. ~--~-~ .. ·~~<il'lll"""•

,..,,..nottm .. ~.

¥,.,.., .. ....,"" •. '.Y•,
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un
de sacrificios humanoa, una obra que la burgua•·
$!a europea hab!a llevado a cabo en m's de ciento cin"
cuente enos. Para lograrlo* dabar!~moa previamante
asegurar nuestra indapendancia pol!tioa y recupe.rar nuas ...
tros recur•aa ~aturalas. AdemSa,· toda aato deber!a
realizara$ sin menoscabo de los de~echos sooialea, en
particular los obreros, aonsag~adaa por la Conatitucidn
de 1917. En Europa y an loa Estados Unidoa aetas conquia~
tas fueron el raaultado da m§a. de un siglo de luchae
prolatariaa, y, en buena parte, ;cepx-esanteban (y repre ...
aentan) una partiaipaoi~n ~n las genancias obtenidae par
las metriSpolis en al exterior. Entre nosotroe no s~lo no
hab!a gananoias coloniales que zeparti~# ni eiquiera
eran nusstros el petrtjleo. loa minarales, la enarg!a
el,ctriea y las otras fuerzas con que daber!amas trans~
f'ormar al pa!s., As! pues, no sa tra,taba :de t~mpezar desde.
al principio sino desde emtes del principia. (,bJiQ,• • 150).
Another lUtgment of society, the working class, also

had been ignored, or exploited• during the period between the
I

beginning of th$ Revolution and

C4~denas.

Lacking any

t~adi·

tion or ooncr$te theory, in their ignorance, they had been

the

victi~s·6f

corrupt politics.

However, with the advent of

CGrdenas, the changes which started to occur made Paz
optimistic regarding the role of the working class in
Mexico's futurer
• • ~ can creciente energ!a las agrupacionaa obreras
recobran au autonomfa, desplazan a los dirigentas corrom...
pidos y luohan par instaurar una demoaracia sindicel.

_-_____ ::_:____:
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· Eata movimiento puede ser una de las .fuerzas decisivas an
el renacimiento de la vida democr~tica. (~ •• 160-161).
Keeping in mind that the revolutionary movement was the

~-~---

-

----------

most vital and bold step taken by the Mexican in his search

for his "authentic being," Paz reminds us that part of this
search also involved a frank look at bis Indian tradition.
As a result of the revolutionary movement, the Mexican began

1ngradient-·that it was this ingredient which made him Unique
/.,....,made

him not a Spaniard, but a Mexican..

from this Indian

inheritance, tradition, and imagination. was emerging
creative ability in the artsa
S6lo hast~ nuestros d!~s hemos sido capacas de enfrentmr ,
al 5! ~apaNol un S! mexicano y no wna afi~maoi6n intelactu£tl, vao!a de nuaatraa particularidades. · La.Revolucidn
mexicana, al deeoubrir las artaa popularas, di6 arigen
a la pintura moderns; al daacubrir al lenguaja de loa
mexicanos, cra6 la nueva poas!a. (.ba•, 31} •
Although land, education and labor reform, along with
lndianism ware definitely dominant characteriatios af the

Revolution, they ware only halfway housaa to the achievement
of a new society.

To fulfill the goals of his Revolution,

the Mexican had to go beyond these and transform the .society

in which he had endured for almost four hundred yearfh

For

Paz, this transformation was made possible by a rapid rise.
for the first time in Mexican history, of an organized middle
claSS$

2 It has only bean recently that Mexico has developed,
independently of Spain• her own 6!~&cNn art.

~_,_:___- ---~

-'- :.:_.
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Haste hac a poco la clase medi.a ere uo grupo pequeflo, cons.,
tituido por pequefloa comerclantas y ~aa tredicionalae
"profesionas libaralee" (abogados, m~dicos. profesoree,
etc.). ~1 deaarrolo industrial y comercial y al crecimiento de la Adminietracidn Pdblica han craado una numeroee class media• crude a !gnorente desde el punta da
vista c~ltural y pol!tico pero !lena de vitalidad.
(~ •• !Gl).

--------------

-----------------:c:;:---

-------------

It is this group that played the major role in the
stabilizatir.)n ·of the Revolution; which resulted after 1940.
~T_Iu~_ cl:f.m_ax wa~
~apid

its

reached _during the CArdenas era,

$nd after his·

and sometimes drastic measures, the Revolution entered

dtloguf!~.~ot.

tion were
ture.

The instruments of deep"!'aaated tl:'ansforma ...

indust~ialization

end the mechanization of' agricul•

The £deological instrument was nationalism. together

with an intense desire not to lapse into the habits of the
~--

past:

"Par

hemos

dejad~

prims~a

vez, desde hace

mA~

de treacientos aftos 1

de ser materia inerte sabre la que se ajaroe la

voluntad de los poderosos.,

l!ramos objetoe •

.It

•

tt

(.kJi.B.., 172).

The years after 1940 have been marked by a rapid

growth in population, by a rapid surge of urbanization, and
by the ever-increasing influence of the culture of th• United

States,

The

v~ry

fact that the Mexican nation has reached
fii_-;_ _ _~_:__::_:__:_ ~-

this stage Paz attributes to the positive aspect of the Revolution's lack of an ideology.

He feels that this lack

prevented the Mexican people from adhering too strongly to a
political

buraauc~acy.

The Revolution. by smashing the

social and political forms of the oppressive D!az era, left
the Mexican face to face with himself.

The_Revolution lives
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in the sensibility of each Mexican, and therefore cannot be ·
measured primarily in terms of a certa,n.political or
suceeas or·f'ailure.

_____________

eco~omio
E~-_:_~-------------~-~-

The Revolution ! i Mexico.

Despite this rather optimistic outlook,

....,.

___

-

-------

~

~az

is not

suffering from any idealistic illusions about the prtiblems
facin9, the Mexican nation,

He does view the Hevolution as a

continuing process, but he also demonstrates, with an abun---

--

--

---.--- --

----

------- -----

--

--

--

-

-- - - -

dance·of ~xa~ples, the obstacles it still faces, as well as
the ones it has already conquered:
La Revoluci6n hizo del nuevo Estado el principal
agente de la tranformaci6n social. En. primer luger: la
devoluci6n y el reparto de tierras. la aperture al
· cultivo d• otrae, l~a abras de irrigacidn, las escueles
rurales, loa bancos de refa~cidn para los campesinos.
Los eMpertos se axtienden an loa errores tAcnicos cometides; ,los motaliatast en le intervanci6n mal~fica del
cacique t~adicional y dal pol!tico tapaz. Es verdad.
Tambi6n lo as que; bajo furmes nuevas, eubsiste el pali...
gro de un retorno al ~onopolia de las tierras, Lo
·
conquistado hay que defenderlo todav!a. Pero el r~giman
feu~al ha deaaparacido~
Olvidar esto es olvidar demasiaclo. Y hay m~st la reforma agraria no s~lo banefici6
a los campesinos sino qua, ·a.l roltlper .ta antigua estruc ...
tura •ooialt hizo posible el nacimiento de nuevas fueraas
productivaa. Ahox-a bien- $ pesar de todo lo logrado..,. ... y
ha sido mucho~·miles de campeainos viven an condiciones
de gran miseria y otras milde no tianen ~~a ~emedio que ·
emigrar a loa Estados Unidos, cada aNo, como trabajadores
temporalas • , • • La industria no crece con la vela~
cidacl que requiere el aumento de poblaci6n y produce as!
el subempleo; por su parte, al subemplao campaaino retards
al dea~rrollo de la industria• ya que no aumenta el ndmero
.de conaumidorea~ (~. • 158-159);
Whether or not the Mexican nation can overcame the
remaining obstacles depend$ upon several factors.

One.uf the

answers lies in whether or not the people of the naw middle
alas• can adapt to thair.radically changed style of life.

"

,....,.------- ------
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During the first years of the Revolution they lived in the
shadow of the State, and now thay must begin to achieve an

=---------~---------

R-' -_
"'-------

autot'lomous li ftH

.

~

Also, there will have to be sacrifices on the part of
the

workers~~aacrificas

which Paz feels may be detrimental to

the Mexican's pride·as an artisan and craftsman.

These

sacrifices, though necessary in order for Mexico to become a
modern

twentieth~century

industrial nation, Paz feels may

endanger the worker by transforming him into a tool of

th~

mechanical age:
Y como a todoa los objatos, en mercane!a, en co~a suacep~
tible de campra y vente~ El obrero pia~da, bruscamente
y per raz~n misma de su estado social, toda relaci~"
humana y concrete con el mundot ni san suyos loa atilae
que ~mplea, ni es auyo el fruto de su esfuer2;o. Ni
siquiera lo ve. En realidad no es un obrero, puesto qua
no haoe obrae o no tiene concienoia de las que hace,
perdido en un aspecto de la producoi~n~ Es un trabajador,
no~bre abstracto, que no designa una tarea determinada•
sino una funei6n. Aslt no lo clistingue de los otros
hombres su obra, como aoontece con el m!dioo, el inga~
niero o el earpinte~o. La abetraoci6n que lo califica~~
a! trabajo medido an tiampo~~no lo aepara, sino lo liga
a otras ab$tracciones. . De ah! su ausanaia de miatario•
de problamatioidad, au transparencia, que no as diverse E!
la de cualquier instrumento. (b.S!!'l.•, 61).

Paz does seem to vacillate between what he believes
Mexico needs to coma into her own as

1 nation~

which is

industrialization, and his·consiatent denial of the methods
successful industrial nations have employed to make it
possible.

He appears to be searching fo» an «ideal" way to

industrialize which will still enable each person to remain
independent and aloof from the dangers of mechanization,

~--

-----------
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However; the feet still rer,lains ·that the .introduction of·
advanced induat:tial. methods into economically·backward coun ...

......

----~-·-------

... ___ -___-

·=--"'-----· ·-'-'-

tries cannot be . achieved unless the workers ·develop certain
technique$ gradually• along with more advanced production.
The major problem which confronts a country which ia
about to industrialize is how to accumulate surplus capital
which may be·uaed to invest in industry,
axtrameli

im~ortant

This factor becomes

to a country which is accustomed to

importing mare,than it exports.

One of the ways to overcome

this. is for the country in question to accept investment
from foreign countries.
for

su~plus c~pital.

Paz, although

~eaognizing

the need

recalls the effects of foreign investment

in the past. and he bitterly

critici~es

the "advanced" nat!oria

for even suggesting it:
Uno de loa remedies que m~a f»ecuentemente nos ofrecen
loa pa!aaa «•van~adoa~-~aeMaladamente los Eatadoa Unidos
... -es el de las inveraiones privadae exti'anje.raa. En
primer luger, todo el mundo saba que lis gananciea de
eaas inva.rsione~ aalen del pa!e, en forma de dividendaa y
otros baneficios. Adem4a~ implican depandancia econ6mica
y, a la large, ingerencia pol!tica del exterior. Por
otra parte, el capital privado no ae interesa en invereionea a largo plaza y de eecaao rendimiento• qua son las
que noaotroe neceaitamos- par el cont~a~iOt bu~ca los
campos mAe lucrativos y que ofrezcan posibilidadea de
majora$ y mle r4pidas gananciaa~ En fin~ el eapitaliata
no puade ni desea someteree a un plan general de desarrollo econfimioo. (~, , 164) *

To Paz. private foreign investment would be a regression to preHrevolutianary days,
that this

~ttituda

Critics of Mexico maintain

indicates that Mexico is suffering from

excessive nationalism.

It is true, because of past

experi~

F~--------

~~-
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encaa, that she is suspicious of any foreign intervention.
During the D!az

e~a

the majority of the investment was in
r=i--'------'-=---

mining• railroads. and oil.

Thia type of investment drains

the natural reaaurces of a country, and tends to benefit the
investor, not the nation itself.

Mexico needs foreign

invest~

ment. but in manufacturing and commerce. as it is with this
type that
~eatgo.

surpl~s

capital gaina can ba used to reinvest in

!t is easiet- to control., and more effective meH\leux-ea

may be taken to insure that the money stays in Mexico and
does not return to the country of the investor.

However, Paz feels that Mexico•s economic progress may
be more effective, even though considerably slower, if she is

definitely uncommitted to any of the power blocs, through
investment or

othe~wise.

If she operates

independently~

~--------- - - - - - - -

he

believes that she cannot ba classified aeoording to any
existing economic, social or political criteria, and there•
fore will be living in a world of infinite possibilities.

~

To the nationalist, the Revolution symbolizes rescue
from political and economic oligarchy.

It symbolizes emer-

gence from the labyrinth into self-recognition.

Paz, in

speaking of the Mexican's solitude, implies that the Mexican•s
search for true identity will and only when the masks of
foreign influence have bean removed

~rid

discarded:

Los mexicanos no hemoa creado una Forma que nos expraae.
Por lo tanto, le mexicanidad no sa puede identificar con
ninguna forma o tendencia hiatOrica concretaa es una
oscilac!6n entre varios proyectos universalea, suceaiva•
mente trasplantados o impuestos y todos hoy inaerviblea~
(~.,

151) J!

~

--------=-·--·-------
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He admits that the Mexican may end up by living from
day to day, but Paz does not want him committed to the

="------·--~--

preser~
n----

vation of inadequate

ineti~utions-•he

hampered by prior committmants.

=--- ---- ---------- - - --- ----- ------

does not want him to be

He illustrates this by a

rather dismal description of wha_t the North Ame.ltican faces:
El sistema norteamericano a6lo quiare ver la parte
positive de la realidad. Desde la infanoia sa somete a
hombres y mujeras a un inexorable proaaso de adaptaci6n;

,...4' o~+na f'"\~4 .,..,.,,.: ""'.; t"'l~
--- ...,.,..."".._ W.Wt~ -...,.-• . • ,,w..__fl._ .... g f
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J
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repetidos sin cesar por la prensa. la radio, las iglesias,
las· esouelas y esos eeres bondadosos y siniestros que son
las madras y espoeas norteamaricanas. Praaos en eaoa
esquamas, como la planta en una maceta que la ahoga, el
hombre y 1~ muje~ nunca crecan o maduran. Semejante
confabulation no puede sino provocar violantas rebeliones
individualas. La espontaneicled sa venga. en mil formas,
sutilee o t~rribles. La m'scara benevolente, atenta y
desierta, que austituye a la movilidad dramatics del ·
rostra humano• y la aonrisa que le fija casi dolorosa~
mente, muestran haste qu~ punto la intimidad puede ser
devasteda por la Arida victoria de los principios sabre
los instintos. (~4b., 23).
Although Paz emphasizes that he does not want Mexico
, limited by conformity to economic; social and political
institutions imposed by other nations• he does admit, and in
fact urge. that she involve herself in the contemporary
cultural seernu
contempor~nea no sa presents, seg6n diaen loa
conaervadores, como la lucha antra dos cultures diversas,
sino como una escisi6n en al seno de nuestra civili~a~
ci6n. Una ciivilizacidn qua ya no tiene rivales y que
confunde au futuro con al del mundo. El deetino de cada
hombre no as ya diverse al del Hombre. Por lo tanto,
toda tentative por resolver nueatros conflictoa desde la
realidad maxicana debar~ pos~er valiclez universal o
ester~ cond~neda de antemano a la esterilidad.
·(Lab., 154 .... 155) •

La crisis

By-admitting that Mexico must insert herself into the
mainstream of culture shared by ell nations involved in the

-
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present.wo~ld,criais.

Paz gives us the measure of hie ambi·

tion for'his country •. Ne is·saying that his reasons fox- - - - - - --------

taking his Mexican. through the labyrinth are not eo that he
will become an isolationist. but rather so that he can
participate more advantageously in cooperation with the coun•
tries of the modern world•
By portraying his Mexicafn in a variety of situations, ·

Paz has introduced him to an international public.

The

situstions in which he has placed tha•Mexican are individual
in themselves, but each one is a mirror in which every other
one is reflected.

£ach situation bears some raaemblanaa to

the others.
The Mexicsn•s solitude is only necessary in order for

!"';

-

-----

him to find himself. and then to .transcend and communicate
with others.

It is a dynamic solitude• which expresses the

desire to destroy the

masks~-to

break the mirrora•-to

b~ ab~e

to carry on authentic eacial communion with his fellow man.

By his participation in the solitude, the Mexican, either
oanacioualy or uncansciously 1 achieves a high degree of
authenticity.

This authenticity is the very es$sncs of his

being, and af his participation as a man in the nation of
Mexico.
in the

By really knowing himsalfi he is able to participate
wo~ld

af nations as a true Mexican. and not as one who

is wearing the mask of any other nation.
merely the product

of~history

Instead of baing

and of the external forces that

i'i--;- - - - ----------
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mov• him, he is a moving force •. ffEl
la

hietori~u

·.·

~a

historia'!

(~.,

~ombre

• .. • no

est~
(

an·

..
"""'------~-·-----·~

23),.
- """--------------

After the failures of the Independence and Reform·
movements, the Mexican, bsQauae of the Revolutian 1 has finally
succeeded io breaking the ties with the past.
has become a talisman for.the MexicaM.

The R•volution

The more people who

identify with it, .the more its success is proven.,
In the nina yeers since the last . edition of
r,&01£

51! 1Ji, BQl:§!dSJp,,

She has a diversified economy,

and .provides the. bulk of he;r; :own capital.
auacess~ul

!,ab,e

Mexico has continued to demonstrate the

bifiefits of the Revolution.

a

n,

industrial society.

This is typ.i.cal o_f_

Today• Indians, mestizos

and griollam ahara in e more unified social st»ucture than
ever before.
Yes,_ there til:'e still problems, but avery nation has

problems,

But for thcHHn who have made the journey through the

labyrinth, a look at

p~esent.day

that journey's fulfillment.

The

Mexico brings realization of
M~xioan

authentic man of the contemporary world.,

has emerged as an

......

---~-----
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